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FORWARD

The purposAf this manual is to provide a readily adcesible

resource A.o physical educators, special educators or other

individuals who provide motor Programs for exceptional.children.

The manual' is a product of the Physical Education In-Service

Training project GAnt No. G008101942, Project No. 029AH20352.

The project was awarded to the University of Kentucky at d

Lexington, Kentucky by the U.S. Department of Education, Office

of Special Education and Rehabilitative Services. The in-

service project covered a period from August 1, 1981 to May, 31,

. 1984.

The manual represents one part of ,the project which

emphlasized the in-service training of te.Vbhers in adapted

physical education in Central and Eastern Kentucky. The manUal

provides relavent informatioh for teachers in Kentuckrin the

areas of: legislation; identification; assessment and evaluation;
5f.:1

ipdividualized e4ucation programs in physical education;

)prescriptive teaching; analyzing icti ities for use in' the
, \

gym;'disability considerations for Movement environments and;

resources in the areas of tests, curriculums, text books, manuals

arid, inaividuals1

The content areas contaihed in the manual are those which

were identified as the greatest concerns on a needs assessment

conducted prior to the grant award. Thes areas have also been

targeted in the in-service training throughout the project.
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Play has often been referred to as the .business of childhood.

It is a spOntaneous, volitional and socially acceptable method

for exploring and learning. It is the primary tool for early

development.2-Although play may involve non-observable movement,

movement experiences have an important role in play and develop-

ment. Through movement, the clrild develops the body and improves

the ability to play and to move through their environment. Thb

importance of movement is observable in the continuous movement

of children during the early years. It is obvious that much

of a child's earkly learning and development involves learning
% 4

to move. As age increases, movement abilities and experiences

become.more complex. As the child enters chool, movement

expAriences become more structured, organized and norm reference4.
a

They become., involved in games, sports, aquatics, dance, gymnastics

and tumbaing if they have the potential for. successfulv movement -

in these experiences.

We hope this manual assists teachers with programming for-

their exceptional.learner. Because motor development and,play

John Hall

skills are no less importomt for them.

, viii

i

Project Director

1
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Several factors have contributed to improved'edtication

of exceptional children. One of ttle early factors contributing

to this improvement was Coppulsory school attendance. During

the 1950s and '60s school districts began to establish special

classes to meet needs of more exceptional.children. There
e

0Pwere also improvements in educational techniques and teacher

training. Proponents.of this movement eventually questioned '

(the effeötiveness of special cladses and maintained that the

handicapped child's civi4.-rights were being violated if he/she

,wasn't receiving a quality, free public education.

During 1974-75, Congess cited many 'reasons for the need
st"

of a law providing for .the educational needs of handicapped

children-. The major reasons were that the spe6ial education

t. 'needs of the handicapped were not being net and that the

state and lQcal education'agencies have a respdnsibility to .

.provide appropriate public education for all handicapped chil-
,

dren. At this time, there were over 8 million handicapped

children in the' United States (ages 3-21); apProximately 1

million of these children were excluded entirely from a irea -

%

public education..m Many families 14re forced to solicit ser-
.

vices outside of the public schog1s at their sown.expense.

Congress also cited that many handicapped children in need

of special education had gone undetected. Congress felt .
4

1

that through enactment of legislation and'provisiorrof funds

the handicapped child could be better educated and more

411\

efficient assessment and teacher trainipg could occur. It,

.1
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was also. determined.that dt would be in the national interest
*

for the federal government to assist the efforts of the seate
4

and local education agencies with the educational programs

for the harndicapped. -t

To physical educatora in Kentucky,. P.L. 94-142 means

that-they must now be Aepared to have, the handicaPped

in their classes'. Educatorsgmust also'have knowledge of indi-
d

vidual handicapping 'conditidns so they can appropriately pro-
?

vide,the child with a physical education program. It ,becomes

the responsibility of every teacher to understand and partici-
.

pate in the wri:ting of each hahdicapped student's Individual-

ized Education Program (IEP). As a result, all teachers,

especially the physical education,instructor, must learn to

adapt thLir teaching styles to include special children and

provide ithe best possible instruction for every student.

Public Law 94-142
%

Public Law 94-142 was enacted by the United Statea Congress -

in NOvember, 1975. The)Education for'All Handicapped Children

Act changed not only what was required of special edutation

teachers but also what is required of physic,41 educatio

teachers. Physical eaucatvs are now responsiple fOr

motor programs of every student in their school,'even if.the

development of a special program is necessary.

Public Law 94-142 guarantees a free and appropriate public

education lpall handicapped students, as well as assuring the

righta of, the handicapped ctlildren and their parents will Se 4

protected'. The law allows the federal government to assist

0 11

at
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the States and localities in-providing for this education.

It lso identifigs as the federal government's responsibility

thIjassessment and assurance of-the effectiveness of efforts

ucate such Wdicapped children.

To assure that the spir'it of the law is 'carried out,

Co ress provided E!.ch handicapped chLld with certain assur-

ances and guarantees. These provi.sions are:

1) Improved chill-identification.procedure;

2) A detailed-timetable for eSch child's educationl

43)' Guarantee of due process: explanation of course of

action,to be giVen in both English and-the`f

natiVe language;

Awurance of regular parent:al consultation;

Maintekance of programs 4pr personnel development,

4

i.e.f in-service training for teachers;

) 4Assurance of educAion'in th least restrictive.en-

Avironment;

v.

7) ondiscriminatory testing and evaluation proceduresi -

8) A),xotection of confidentia1it4 of informationC

9) :44gsurance Of an Individualized EducatiOn_Program;

10) ASurance of a free public education; and

11).
, .

;

intment of a surrogate when necessary.

Each school telt has th esponsibility tO-see that all of

these provisa, s are carried a

DefinitiOnS

9..N7 When deal \with theGimPlementationof P.L. 94-7142 , there

are several.bas A.efiAitions that teachers need to be aware of.

-



.Knowledge of`these_definitions enables scbool 's Jystems nd

.physical educators to iñbre effectively participate in the

\\_mandated activities of'P.L. 94-142. These definitions aretk-

"1) Free appropriate public education - is special educa-
.

'tion and_related services which:

a. ere provided at public expense, under public

supervision and direction, without charge;

meet standards of :the state education agency;

c. include preschool, elementary'and eecondary

education;
A .

d. ake provided in conformity with an IEP.

2). Handicapped - are those children evaluated as being

mentally retarded,, hard of heating, deaf, speech-im-

paired, other health-impaired, deaf-blindS1Pmulti=

Handioapped or as .having specific learning disabili-

ties who.,,because of_thosd impairments need special

education and related se'rvices.

3) Spe'cial education - is sp ially designed instruction

A
et'no cost to parents to meet the,unique needs of a

handicapped child, including class'room instruction,

instruction in physical education, home instruction,

# and instruction in hospitals and institutions. (To

assure that physical education services' are available

to all handicapped children, Congress has specifically

included physical education within the definition of

special education.)

4) Least Restrictive Environment.- is tpe environment
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that provides the best learning conditions for the

1
student with the use of supplementary aids and

services.

5) Related Services - are additional services that a

child needs so he/she will be able to benefit from

special education% These services can include:

transportation, recreation, different tyPes of ther-

apy, counseling, and non-academic services such as

athletics, intramurals, or clubs" (Federal Register,

42-163).

At this point a comment needs to be made about the poten-

tial value of related.services to the development of motor

programs for the handicapped child. If used wisely, the

input of professionals from the related services can be vital

in designing the physical education program for such childen.

Since blanket medical excuses are no longer acceptable, the

physical educator will have to consult the handicapped student's

doctor lor permission and advice about the student's physical

education instruction. The physical the'rapist and any other

therapist the child sees should be consulted for input into

the student's program and a further explanation of the student's

abiliti'es and/or limitations.

Physical Education

Under P.L. 94-1'42, physical education is a required part

Lof the dducation of any handicapped child. Phsical education
-

is defined as:

"the development of physical and motor fitness, funda-
,

1 4 ,
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mental motor skills and patterns, skills in aquatics,

dance, indiviial and-group games, and sports includ-

ing intramur ls and lifetime sports. The term also

. inCludes spekal physical education, adapted physical

education, movement education, and motor development"

(Federal Register, 42-163). "-

School systems must provide general phYsical education

services, specially designed if necessary, for every..handi-
m

capped chila receiving a free appropriate public education.

_1
Each handicapped child must also be provided the opportunity

to participate in the regular physical education 13rogram, if

that program is considered the least restrictive environment,

unless: -

"1) the child is enrolled full'time in a separate

facility (the cltild must be provided with physi-

cal education in that facility);

2) .e the child needs specially designed physical educa-

tion as prescribed by the child's IEP (if special

physical education is prescribed by an IEP, the

school system is responsible for providing these

services" (Federal Register, 42-163).

Often, a handicapped student can participate in the regular

physical edUcation program with some assistance or a specialized

piece of equipment. The school system is responsible for

this aspect of the special education or can provide these

services through other agencies and programs. If the handi-

capped child is enrolled in a separate facility, the school

15
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.
-

systemlmust insure that_the_child eceives an approprimate

physical education.

-
Wh ile planning a mot6T program to include the handicapped,

physical educators must not only be able to adapt and use

games and exercises appropriate for these_ special populations

but also adapt and teaqh essential motOr skills. 1These skills

are a necessary Aspect for the handicapped child to be able

1

'to participate in a wide variety Of lifetile and aeisure

sports and activiti s. A program for such children should

provide opportunity to learn and to utilize these skills.

/1 Section 504

1.

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973; also recog-

nized as the Civil Rights Act f6r the Handicapped, prohibited
b A

discrimination on the basis of a handicap. The act states:

"No otherwise qualified handicapped individual in the

United States...shall, soiely by reb.Son of his handi-

cap, be excluded from the,participation in, be denied

the benefits of', or be subjected to discrimination

under any program or activity receiving federal finan-

cial assistance" (Austin & Powell, P. 11.19).

Section 504 affects educationand _phYsical education depart-
;

ments directly in "two major ways. The first is that all facili-
,

ties must be readily accessible to handicapped perSons. School

systems have a responsibility to build all of their new buildings

with provision's for the handicapped. Existing schools muSt also

be made accessible through either program or faculty considera-

tions to all handicapped students. The second effect Section ,
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504 has on physical education is in the area of athletics

and Intramurals. The act states:

"A recipient that offers physical education courses

or that operates or sponsors intercollegiate, club

or intramural athletics shalI\provide to qualified

handicapped students equal opportunities for comparable
a

participation in these-activities" (Federal Register,

42-86).

Separation of athletics-is'permitted under Section 504 as long

(1as ariy qualified student is allowed to compete for the regular

school teams: Many people are hindicapped in-one way or

andther, and often there is an existing sport in which a han-

dicapped individual can participate. This legislation.pro-

y vides for the right of the handicapped person to participate

on a school's regular sports team, when the individual meets

the same qualgications as other participants.

Litigation

-The field of adapted physical education has changed a

great deal dver the last fifteen years. Even before P.L. 94-142,

court cases arose which facilitated-the mainstreaming movement

of handicapped_children in tile public school systems. These

cases helped set legal precedent and laid essential,groundwork

for P.L. 94-142.

One of the most significant federal cases involved the

Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Children,(PARC)(1971).

The decision gave the due process guidelines for the treatment
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of exceptional children, which laterappeared in the pro-

ceduihl-safeguards section of P.L. 941-142 (Howell, Kaplan, &

O'Connell). -The case made public education mandatory for di],

.1/4

. mentally retarded children. Tais action was followed by

Mills vs. the Board af Education of the District of,Columbia.

Here, a free public education was declared the right of all

handicapped children, not just the mentally retarded..

Other cases brought about changes in all areas of main-

streaming. One such case is Hobson vs. Hansen (1968). In
A

this decision, the use of standardized tests for the purpose
,

ofplacement was found to be inappropriate becau,se they often
4

inaccurately-identified minority studehts as handicapped. In

the case of Diana vs. -tate Board of Education in California

(1973), it was.ruled that, when testing a child to determihe

placement in a apecial class, the student's native language

and cultural backgroUnd cannot be ignored. The tests admin-4
2

istered must be undeAstood by the child,sand not be culturally

biased.

o

'

4
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Identification, Assessment and Evaluation(
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Due to P.L. 94-142 school systems are,now required to

conduct screening of pre-school children, and the phvical

educator is required to conduct assessment of those referred

by the screening proCeSs (McLoughlih & Lewis). There are M6re

basic reasons fQr conducting assessment of Children, than to

'complete the requirements of law, and-th6y are professionalism

and accountability,. Through the assessment prOcess, the phySi-
t"

cal education professions can answer these questions about
\

their students:
- -

1) What the goals and objectives are for the physical,

education program, class, and eaCh individual;

2) What the specific needs are for each Student'in the,

ft

areas of phypiCal fitness, motor development, mortor

skills, and skills for participating im group and,

individual games;

3) What the progress of the classes is toward their

goals and objectives during and after the period

of instructi,on;

4) What the progress of each individual is toward

his/her indiyidual needs and the program goals and

objectives.

This chapter is divided/into three sections: identifica-

tion, screening, and assessment. The components of assessment

and scrAning that the physical educator will be concerned

with will include the following:

1) Perceptual-motor

,a) Balance (static-dynamic)

b) Body image 11

21



%
c) Laterality

d) Directionality

e) Spatial,awareness

f) Eye-hand coordination

g) Eye-foot coordination

h) Fine-Juotor control

i) Visual discrimination

j) Auditory discrimination

k) Tactile discrimination

2) Fundamental movement patterns

12

3)

a) Locomotor walk-run-jump-h4-leap-slide-gallop-

-skip)

b) Non-locomotor (bend-stretch-pull-push-lift-

swing-sway-turn-twist)

c) Manipulative skills (catch-block-kick-throw-

boil/ice-strike)

Physical fitness

a) . Agility and coordination

b) Flexibility

c) Sixength

CI) Muscular endurance

e) Cardiovascular endurance

4) Skilkstmovements

a) Simple adaptive

b) Compound adaptive

c) Complex adaptive

22



,5) Non-discursive Communication

a) Expressive movement (posturb and carriage)

b) Interpretive movement UAtheticlmovement and'

creative, movemeht)

4,

13
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IdentifiCat4 of the, Handicappediearner

Of all Ole issues associated with identifying the motor

ditability, none hps so much impact as that of early identifi-
-
.Catiin and intervention (Chinn & Drew; Fallen T. McGovern;.

Frankenburg & Dodds; Pangrazi & paver). The concept t4at

.)
people have their greatest.capacity for learning early in life

is one -61 the laapic reasons for early detection.(Pangrazi,

al.)., In some cases the Eifia1 determination of the handi-.

capped condition can be substantially reauce&if treatment

is implemented early enough. Take the example'o a Learning

Disabled child whose detegtion is critical since hormal

development can be Closely.pchieved if proper attention is

given as quickly as possible. By a del,ay, the impairment

has the potential to becom&ra permaneilt diSability. In other,

cases, the effects of a handicapping condition may be limited

if action is taken early enough. ,Childken who are termea

high risk for developmental retardation are examples Where

the effe'cts can be lessened with early action. With children .

more severely handicapped, the importance of early identifica

tion is for the children to develop to their fullest potential

and to learn to compensate for the handicapping condition

where appropriate. The early identification and preparation

will hlp the children in their adaptation.to the school en-

vironment'and reduce the possibility of school failure and

emotional trauma (Chinn-, et AJ..)-
,

There is an integralagrt of Public law 94-142 providing

for special services to handicapped children from ages three

24
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to five. How these seivices are.to be supplied_and iSuple-

, mented is somewhat vague, but funds can be allocated 'separately

and, independently from the iegular schpol program (Pangrazi,

et al.). Through vague in areas, one point that has been

identified is that schbols are obligated to have large-scale

identification systems to locate and serve childreri with

'exceptionalities ,(Lambard).

Identification of a motor deficiency may be made by any

person who comes into contatt with the child during the early

years of development; very often this would be,the physical .

educator. Within their specific spheres of knowledge, any

person has the opportunity to pinpoint any deviation from

normal childhood development. However, the educator has a
t.

unique vantage point in the detection of children with disa-

bilities. In mbst cases, educators have the adVantage of
4023

regular and daily obserViations of the child. Naturally, they

will have the expertise to pinpoint:the motor deficiencies

(Fallen, et al.).

Physical eddcators in identifying handicapped children

need to consider these subtle observations: children with

postural problems, children with low motor development or

motor problems, and children whose levels of physical fitness

are low due to ladk of ability or opportunity for adequate

motor activity (Pangrazi, et al.). Children more severely

handicapped are usually identified before entering the school
4

system. If measures are not taken at the earliest possible '

time, the individual can become more accustomed to the disa-

bility and less responsive to helpful measur,es.



.Screening is

dents who may have

viCes, and to ident`

Screening iS an aspe,
N

unaerstanding the'd

the handicapped,

crecning

40

.-c

2

ormedfor two ré"asons: to identify stu-

blems requiring speciai educational ser-
.

1 those characteristics.to be measured. A-

of assessment, but.for the purpose of

nct contrilpution to the education of

p ,been separated.

Definition of Screen,

Screening coule .
.

-

compared to, the process of size sort-

ing of orlan . The anges are'run across a screen with,

select-pe holes whk9p. permit the smaller oranges, to fall .

-through, while the 1 er orange&'which do.not pass through

are usea for special i tmas pagkages.' Another screen with

slightly smaller hole,;/.is used next, with those not fq,lling

through going to your , (grocer and th:ose falling through'being

fused to make frebhly,

tells us screening t

Public Law 94-?
I

who may be handicap 04 and need special instruction. pie best,

screening procedure S,ed should be time-efficient, reliable,

and valid in ide
T
ti ying students most ins need of assistance.

16,

queezed orange jui'cc. Thus'the analogy7

ts sort out those who are different (Meier).
,

1,*requires each state to identify students

Screening Devices

These are scre+iing tests 'that may be used 413y the physical

educator to help idlantify motor problems., Though not all,the

screening tests aVailable, these are some of the more pOpular.

.
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Denver Developmental Screening Test,(DDST). The Denver

Developmental Screening Test assesses children

from birth to six years of age. Test components

include (1) gras-motor, (2) language, (3) fine-

motor adaptive, and (4) personal-social. Normg

have been developed based on 1036 Denver children

between 2 and 6.8 years. Although some materials

are needed, the,test may be administered by in-,

diyiduals with no ,special training. The entire

test'is never administered; instead, items are

selected according to test purposes and perform-

ance (Fallen, et al.; Johnson; Winnick).

Trankenburg, William K., and Dodds Josiah B.; Ladoca

Project and Publishing Foundation'.

Address: East 51st Avenue and LinColn Street

Denver, Colorado 80216

Cost: $7.00 fOr-the,kit; $2.00 for 100 test forms;

$4.00 for reference manual; $6.00 for manual

workbook.

The Bruininks-Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency (short form).

The Bruininks-Oseretsky Test was developed to

screen both gross-motor and fine-motor develop-

ment of children four to eighteen. The short

form of the test is designed for screening, and

e long form for detailed assessment. Test com-
.

ponents include (1) running speed and agilitqc

(2) balance, (3) bilateral coordination,



(4) strength, (5) upper-limb coordination,

(6) response speed, (7) visual-motor control,

and (8) -upper-limb speed and dexterity. Norma-

tive data have been developed based upon'a

populAion of 765 'children. The short form re-

quires approximately twenty minutes for an in-

dividual and allows the possibility to give

gross-motor or-only fine-motor assessments. The

test is easy to administer with a well written

manual and no special equipment other than what

is contained in the test kit (Fallen, et al.;

Johnson).

Bruininks,R.; The sruininks-Oseretsky Test of Motor

Proficiency. Circle Pines, Minnesota. American Guidance

Service, Inc.

Address; PUblishers' Building

Circle pines, Minnesota 55014

Cost: $150 for complete kit $5.50 for package of

25 respbnse forms, $4.50, for package 'of 25

Ar

student booklets.

Learning Accomplishment Profile and the Infant (LAP). The

Learning Accomplishment,Profile V a tes developed

for use witih children'who may be experiencitg
'1J

developmental lags and assesses the areas qf

gross-motor, fine-motor, social skills, self-help

skills, language, and cognition. The LAP is

designed for children aged 0 to 6 years but may

28
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be used at higher levels in the elementary

school with some children. The format of.

the ,,?klo is a developmental checklist which

enables the teacher to assess the child in

the classro9m and within the framework of

daily activities. It is easily administered

to an individual with the time varying, de-

pendent upon'the observational activities

(Johnson).

Sanford, Anne; Learning Accomplishment Profi1e (LAP),

Kaplan School Supply Corporation.

Address: 600 Jonestown Road

Winston-Salem, North Carolina 27103

Cost: $2.50 for the manual; $10.00 for learning

activities, $6.75 for planning guide,

$4.50'for working with' families; $3.00

for the LAP for Infants, $5.00 for Head

Start resource guide, $2.00 for Public

School Resource Guide.

-

The Puidue Perceptual-Motor Survey. The Purdue Perceptual-
,

Motor Survey is a test developed to observe

perceptual-motor behaviors and specifically

screen balance 'and poSture, body image and

differentiation, perceptual-motor match,

control, and form perception. The test addresses

ages six to ten years. Some materials are

needed, and the scoring is somewhat subjective
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but easy to administer and interpret; The test

'is administered to an individual and requires

approximately one hour (Winnick).

Roach, Eugene G., and Kephart, Newell; The Purdue Percep-

tual-Motet Survey, Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co.

Address: 1300 Alum Creek Drive

Columbus, Ohio 43216

Cost: $10:50 for one packet of 25 record ftlims;

$8.95 for manual.

30



Assessment and Evaluation

Now that identificAion,of children with possible mot.or

problemt has been accomplished and their needs identified,

an in-depth assessment should be made so that the educator

can accurately evaluate'individual strengths and weaknesses

and make initial decisions about program development. Such

is the case of a swimming instructor teaching children the

proper breathing technique. Improper breathing may be due

to a number of'specIfic factors which include '(1) improper
a

timing of the head movements, (2) improper head positiop,

(3) imProper inhalation-exhalation, and (4) fear of the

water. Where screening will determine,that a br9athing

problem exists, the in'-depth assessment will determine the
L'

exact problem and extent of the breathing aiffibulty. In

some cases, what may have,been identified as a problem through

the screening and identificationprodess may turn out to be

non-existent after a careful examination through the assess-

ment process and careful evaluations. There are.two types

of asdessment: formal and informal.

Purpose of Assessment

The information gathered through.the assessment process

is used to identify and direct students into needed programa

and tb help determine areas or skills in which the student may

need instruction. These can then be reflected in the' mdi-

vidualized Educational PrOgram (IEP). More, specifically, the

four main reasons for educatipn assessment are (1).abcounta-



bility identifying and determining placement, (2) planAng

programs, (3) monitoring students' progress, and (4) evalilat-

f-

ing the program (McLoughlin & Lewis).

Determining placement.1'Children who (ihrough assessment have

been found to have motor problems need specialized instruction.

Where the child gets this instruction, whether it is im the

(-regular physical education class or in a special class, will

4

be determined by the physical e4ation program goals and

input from the student's other teachers. It is important

for the physical educator to realize that he cannot automati-
.t,

cally evaluate children based on intellectual assessment

because often there is little relationship between intellec-

tual ability and motor ability. A child who comes into the

physical education class as EMR or with a learning disability

may perform well above average physically. It might also be

pointed out that the opposite can algo be true. Some average

students, academically, may have distinct motor deficiencies

which may indicate special-program participation.

Program planning. Data from motor assessments should be used

,

to help plan the physical educator's program or', in the case'

of a student receiving special educational services,'in the

deNielopment of the IEP. Annual goals and short-term objec-

tives are chosen on the basis of a prioritized list of needs.

The IEP indicates what the goals and objectives will,be and

who will provide the instruction as well as where and for

....how long these'services will be offered. The physical educator

using the assessment should be part of this Process.

32
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Monitoring process. anformation is gathered about the immediate

effects of instruction and the day-to-day gains made by the

0studerit. A variety of procedures can be used to document the

level and'kind of achievement made by the student. Of par-

ticular interest is any information that could be used to

make necessary modificatidns in the program or in the place-
4

ment of .the child.

, Evaluating the program. Publqc Law 94-142 requires at least

an annual review of all IEP's for special education students.

The staff and parents examine the results of the pro'gram over

pthe past year and decide if the special.educational services

should be continued as they are, modified, or. eliminated. Zn

addition to -Elle continual monitoring of the program, thip

annual review requires information about change in perform-
# ,

ance from IEP inception. Assessment for the physiCal educator

can also belused to justify adapted physical education programs

or regular class placement.

Formal Assessment
øc

The educator should look for a 'test that (1) is economical

in time, materials, and equipment, (2) provides reliable

result , (3) is valid (tests what it is supposed to test),"

(4)-Wrelevant to the physical educator (has components which

need to be tested),, and (5) provides understandable results,

either norm-referencei or 6riter)ion-referenced.

With the exception of physical-fitness tests, a majority

of the motor tests ai.e administered to individuZ students,

not large groups. Because the test items are complex and
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in aepth, large groups are not usually considered practical.
. .

Listed are a number of tests which might be recommended. The %

ilfollowing are not the only tests available ut are perhaps

some of the most widely known motor-proficienpy and physical-

fitness tests for children.

Motor the Bruinink-Oseretsky Test of Motor Proficiency (long
Tests

form). The Bruinink-aseretsky Test was developed

to test both'gross-motor and fine-motor development

of children four to sixteen. The short form

previously mentioned is designed for screening lb

purposes, the long form for detailed assessment.

Test components include: (1) running speed and

agility, (2) balance, (3) bilateral coordination,

(4) strength, (5)'upper-limb coordination, (6)

response speed, (7) visual-motor control, and (8)

uppdr-limb speed and dexterity. Norm references

have been developed based on a subject population

of 765 children. The long form requires approxi-

mately 60 miputes for an individual but allows

the possibility of giving gross-motor or only fine-

motor assessment. The test is easy to administer

with a well written manual and no special equipment

(Fallen, et .al.; Johnson).

Bruininks, R.; The'Bruininks-Oseretsky Test of Motor Pr

ficiency. Circle Pines, Minn. American Guidalice Service, In

Address: Publishers' Building

Circle Pines, Minnesota 55014

34
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Cost: $150.00 for complete kit, $5.50 for package

of 25 response forms, $4,50 for package of

25 student booklets.

Frostig Movement Skills Test Battery. The Frostig Battery was

developed to assess children aged six.to tikelve years.

The test's twelve components include: (1) bilateral

eye-diand coordination and dexterity, (2) unilateral

coordination involving motor sequencing, (3) eye-hand

and fine-motor coordination, (4) visual-motpr coordina-

tion%involving'aiming and accuracy, (5) ability to flex

the spine, .(6) leg strength, (7) running speed and

ability to make quipk stops, changes of direction,

. and changes of body position, (8) speed and agility

in changing body positions from lying to standing

position, (9) abdominal muscle strength, (10) dyngmic.

balance, (11) static balance, and (12) arm and

shoulder strength. Norms have bee eveloped

based on a standardization sample of 744 elemen-
,

tary school children. This group test requires

minimal equipment and may be administered in

approximately 90 minutes (Winnick).

This test is available from Consulting Psychologists

V

Press, 577 College Avenue, Palo'Alto, California 94306.

Move-Grow-Learn Movement Skills Survey. The. Move-Grow-Learn

Survey, was developed to assist classroom teaChers,

physical educatdcs, school psychologists, and



other school personnel in evaluating select

aspects bf motor developme9t in children.

Assessment is based on observations of the

child in the cl srooM, playground, and move-

ment activiti Components of the survey in-

clude (1) coordination and rhythm (gross-motor,

fine-motor, and eye-motor), (2) dqility, (3)

flexibility, (4) strength, (5) speed, (6) bdlance

(static, dynamic and object), (7) endurance,

and (8)body awareness. Since activities may

vary, developmental norms are not provided by

age level. Children are rated as severely km-

paired m ig-impaired, adequate, good, or

excellent.. No special equipment is needed

(Winnick).

26

Orpet, R.g., and T.L. Heustis; Move-Grow-Learn Movement

Skills SurveY. Chicago, Illinois, Follett Publishing Company.

Purdue Percegtual-,Motor4Survey. The Purdue Perctptual-Motar

Survey was designed tO assess normal children aged

six to ten and to assess older children who are

mentally retarded. The test was developed to

observe perceptu51-motor behaviors and,specifi-

cally'to assess balance and posture, body Image"

and differentiation, perceptual-motor match,

ocular control and-form perception. Some materials'

are, needed, and scoring-is somewhat sVective

but easy to administer and interpret. The test
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is administered to an individual and requires

approximately one hour. This survey can also
4

be used as a screening device (Johnson; Winnick).

Roach, Eugene G, and Kephart, Newell, The Purdue Percep-

tual-Motor Survey, Charles E. Merrell Publishing Co.

Address: 1300 Alum Creek Drive

Columbus, Ohio 43216

Cost: $10.50 for one packet of125 record forms;

$8.95 for manual.,

Fitness AAHPER Youth Fitness Test. The AAHPER Fitness Test
Tests

ft

was developed to test fitness in children aged

nine to seventeen. A-number of methods can be

used to accommodate a handicapped student,

including:
r

1) using mental age ratheethan chronological age;

2) reducing the number of test items which must

be passed;

3) lowering or.raising percentile standards

acCoding.to ability levels of the individual

participants;

4) eliminating test items which are obviously

unfair so'that each participant has a\chance

fto succeed;

5) grouping activities into categories accord-
_

ing to fitness characteristics (running,

. endurance, power), and structuring those so

that individuals have to attain a minimum

3 7
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standard in so many items from each category;

6). usitg improvement for pile basis of awards;

7) qubstituting activities and test j_temsf

8) using cqmbinations of the Above.

Components of the AAHPER teit include (1) arm and

shoulder girdle strength, (2) efficiency of ab-

'dominal-and hip flexus muscles, (3) speed'and

agility, (4) explosive muscular power, (5) speed,

and (6) cardiovascular efficiency. The 1975 na-
,

tional norms were based on 9200 teSted boys and

girls aged nine to seventeen. The test can be

administered to a class in approximately 90

minutes with a minimum of equipment. Awards

dre available for various lairels of achievement

(Hunsicker and Reiff).

Hunsicker, Paul, and Guy G. Reiff;. AAHPER Youth Fitness

0
Test Manual (revised 1976 edition)'. Washington, D.C.: Ameri-

can Alliance for Hea4h Physical Education and Recreation,

1976. AAHPER Publication sales 1201 16th Street,

Washington, D.C. 20036.

AAHPER Special Fitness Test for Mildly Mentally Retarded
,

Persons. 14he AAHPER Special Fitness Test was r
/

developed to assess fitness in educable mentally

retarded Students ages eight to eighteen. Com,- .

ponents of the test include (1) arm s.nd shoulder

girdle ength, (2) efficiency of abdomintl and

Ilk

..

0

hip fle uscles, (3) d and agility, (4) ex-
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plosive mUsdular power, (5) speed, (6) skill
-

and coordination, (7) cardiovascular'efficiency.

Norms have been deVeloped based on 4200 educable

mentally retarded boys and girls and awards are

.available for various levels-of achievement

classes. Test administration requires about-90

minutes with a:minimum of etipment (AAHPER).
-

Manuals may be obtained through AAHPER Public Sales, 1201

16th Street N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

AAHPER Special Fitness Test for Moderately Men-

tally Retarded Persons. This AAHPER Special Fit-

ness Test was developed to assets. motor'fitness

in trainable mentally retarded,children aged six

# to twenty. Components include (1) arm and

shoulder girdle strength,_(2) efficiency of ab-

dominal and hip flexor muscles, (3) explosive

muscular power, (4) skill and coordination, (5)

sold, and1(6) cardiovascular efficiency. Norms

liave been developed based on 1097 students from

age six to nineteen and awards are available. Class

test administration requires approximately 90

Minutes with a minimum of equipment.(Johnson &

Londeree).

The test manUal may be obtained throulgh AAHPER Publica:

tion Sales, 1210 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

39



-Fait Ph*ical Fitness Battery for Mentally Retarded .

Childred. The Fait Physical Fitness Battery was
A 0

develoOed to assess physical fitness of educable
r 4

and medium-high trainable retarded children aged

nine to twenty. CoMponents for the test include

(1) 'Speed, (2) static muscular endur'ance, (3) dynamic

muscular strength, (4) balance (static), (5) agility,

and (6) cardiorespiratory endurance. Norms have

been developed for TMR and EMR within the -9-12;

13-16, and 17-20 year old age groups. The test

may be administered to a class dn approximately

one hour with very little eq4pment (Winnick).

Fait, Hollis, F.; Special Physical Education: Adapted,

Corrective, Developmental. Philadelphia: W.B. Saunders Co.,

1972.

Informal Assessment
0

Informal assessment is that element of assessment during-

which teachers evaluate the student's comprehension and per-
.

formance of cUrriculum and activities during normal class

settings (McLoughlin, et al.). Much of the educational.

assessment done today is of the informal nature.

1-

This helps the

instructor evaluate the student's 'status and progress, and

yields valuable information for determining the current educa-
.

tional level of the child.

The physical educator ,is continually assessing students,

and thereas no other educator a's well prepared to assess the

motor development and skills. Though informal aisessment is,
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used continuously during class, more concern needs to be shown

for being Systematic and making adequate documentation of ob2

sorvations. Due to the school setting and its numerous-ses-

sions, the educator has the unique ability and advantage.to.

observe and record thechild's behavior on a regular basis.

Now due to P.L. 94142 educators are'required to use informal

assessment on referred pupils in a,familiar surrounding as

a part of the entire assessment procedure.

Informal assessment can be made during class activities

or play, or during formai assessment evaluating such qualities

as distractibility, apprehension, and ability to follow direc-

tions.. Fallen, et al. have described several distinct advan-

tages of using observational techniques- which Include:

1) Observations measurei,pehavior in the child's natural
A

settings, rather.than-the artificial settings.of an

examination room.

The observer's attentidii is focused on the child's

actual behavior, not on the results.of a test.

3) The observation rem6ves the element of isolation in-
/

herent in formal assessment. A child's,behavior is

obserVed in context and factors compounding the,

child's true disability,may be more readily apparent.

In the case of determining a swimmer's breathing

pattern wfth formal assessment, children could be

assessed as having great difficulty yet be Very com-
.

petent if the assessment took place in shallow water

where they had less fear. Informal assessment would

4
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allow observation of the child in a number of pbol

depths within the swimminglacility.

4) Observation and subsequent edUcational planning may

best rely on the intuition and judgment of the ex-

perienced educator.

5) The obsetvations can be used to effect'imM6diate

change in the program: such as the case of a chifd

reporting to class with a.sprained ankle. The child

is then programmed into an activity which he can par-

ticipate in safely.'
C.

6) The instructor sees behavidr over a period of time even

- if it's.not' used as part of the assessment procedure:

Informal assessment may be accomplished by a variety of

observational techniques which include: (1) anecdotal records,

(2) checklists, (3) rating scales, and (4) participation charts.

Anecdotal Records.

. The anecdotal records are reports of infoimal observa-

/.
tions of a child and certain.aspects of behavior. The record

will determine the how, who, when, what, and where of the child's

behavior. By recording the unexpected behaviors or incidents

in several settings and at several different times,,the educa-

'tol- is able to determine patterns of behavior and thus make

a more precise assessment (Fallen).

A sample anecdotal record appears at the top of the

folloiging page.



(How)

ANECDOTAL RECORD

(Who) (When)
Learner: Hank Edgerton Date: 2/3/81 Time: 2:30

(Where)
Pl ace: Gymnasium Obs:erver: R. S . Mattingly

(What)

Incident:

Class was participating in gymnastics. Hank declined
tC participate. Asked, what .the problem was, Hank
said he had a headache. After being sent to the
nurse, Hank returned to the class and participated
reluctantly.

Checklist.

The checklist is composed of dlist of behaviors or com-

ponents of objectives which the instructor wishes to observe.

For each of the behaviors there is a place to indicate

whether or not the behavior was observed; The fact that the

behaviors or skills to be observed are predetermined makes

the checklist distinctively different from anecdotal recbrds.

Skil 1 Objective

PUNT

Components

A. Hori zontal velocity

B. Eye-to-bal 1 contact

C. Correct fbot-pl ant di stance

D. Sequential -force appl i cation

First medial rotation

Second upPer-leg flexion .

4 (-)
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Third lower-leg Rxtension

E. Reverse total-body rotation

F. Poot contact with the call

G. Tollow-through

1 34

'Checklists are used when,the behaviors are known in

vance, and when there is.no need to know frequency or quality

of the performance. The advantages to a checklist are that

the behavior,can be recorded quicklTand, since the behavior

is written down, it will not be overlooked. For the checklist

to be a valuable assessment tool, it must be broken down

enough tk afford valuable results. If the instructor is

trying to determine the status of the st ent at the beginning

of the program, a,general checklist isadequate. If the in-

structor is determining the -progress of the student, the

checklist must be broken down further so as to not eva

2
ate

more than a single component at one 'time. An example the
,

last checklist is component (D), which could be broken down

into: (1) medial rotation, (2) upper-leg flexion, (3) lower-leg

extension, in that sequential order.

1

Rating Scale.

The rating scale is an extension of the checklist where

frequency or qual:ity of the characteristic is evaluated. The

observer is regilired to make's. judgment about the performance.

Skill Objective

OVERHAND THROW

A. Hand passes over shoulder

4 4



B. Eye contact on target

C. Opposite foot planted forward

D. Sequential4orce application

1. Trunk flexion

2. Medial( rotation

3. Upper-arm flexion

4. Lower-arm extension

5. Wrist flexion

E. Weight transfer from back foot to frope

F. Follow-thrOugh

P - Poor

F - Fair

G - Good

E*- Excellent

4Fitt

35

Partipipation chart.

A participation chart is used When a number of students

are being observed s.imultaneously and when their participation

in.the activity is the purpose for making the observation.

This may be a very valuable tool in determining the effective-

ness of the placement of handicapped children to the regular

physical education class.

Class: 3rd grade Date: 1/12/76

Activity: P.E. free play

Observer: J. Miller

(The remainder of thrchart appears on the following page.)



Name Actively participates in free play

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri

M. Cook I / / / 1

Z. Rich I 1 -r i
/

P. Wac / / i 14

M. Link

A. Toth

I. Green

M. Nooley

1

/ / I

I t I

, I

t i I.

)

4 6
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Chapter 3

Physical Education and the IEP
)
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An Individualized EducationaliVrogram (IEP) should be

developed for every handicapped child in a school system who

is in, need of special education. An IEP covers only the part

of the education for which he/she will'ATed special

services or a program specially designed. i'The IEP is an
4.

extension of the procedural protections the law gives to

every handicapped child and his/her parents and is a sound

educational practice which promotes accountability of the

school system and its teachers. An additional benefieis

the encouraged communication between the child's parehts

. and the school. The IEP is part of a process which includes

assessing the student and placing him/her in the most approp7

riate educational program. This process also enables the

teacher to have a better understanding of the child s eduC

tional level and potential. An IEP enables-the school to

°know what services the parents expect to be provided, and

the parents will know how the school intends to educate their

child.

Writing an IEP

There are certain steps usually followed wh n writing an

IEP. The first step is for the child in question to be

referred for testing. This referral usually comes,from the

child's teacher. Next, the child undergoes preliminaridi,ag-

nostic screening to specify the type of testing to be done.

Comprehensive testing on an individual-basis is then admin-

istered to the child. From here, the School Based Admissions

and Review ComMittee (SBARC) evaluates the resul .s. of the



assessment and writes an IBP for that child. The IEP must

be written by bctober 1st every school year, or 30 days aft

testing if extensive testing is done or if the student is

new to the school district.

The School Based Admissions 'and Review Commitfee (SBARC)
4

consists of the following people:

1) Principal 9f the school.

2) Referring teacher.
Can be the same person

3) Child's teacher. /

4) Resource and/or sPecial education teacher.

5) Individuals who administer the tests,for assessment

of the aild.

6) Child's parents.

WY Child, when appropriate.

I, Other individuals, when appropriate.

The primary funCtion of this committee is to.write an 'IBP

for the student. It is the school's responsibility to ensure

that all concerned individuals are rovided an opportunity to

be present at all discussions c cerning the IEP. Before

the committee begins i}g work, a decision must be made on

the method to be used for decision-making, roles of each

committee member, and timelines for planning and placement.
,-*

Each member ofIthe committee except the parents shOuld also

3 9

brinT to the meeting a rough copy of the IEP. This saves the

time of the committee as a whole and is an excellent way to

compare ideas.

The members of the S ARC are the people who will decide

the type of physical educ tion placement and the type of %

0
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services the child will require. The committee should have

the results of 'hIlollotor testing or assessment pefore their

meeting. "The rules and regulations encourage schools-to

assess the child in Motor abilitY (sec.121a.532)" (Dunn).

The SBARC can obtain assessment information from a variety

of sources including school records, teacher observations,

norm-referenced tests, and ci''iterion-referenced tests.

The I CAN, Sigma Scale, and the Chbrokee County material are

examples of criterion-referenced tests from which an assetsment
-

of the child's, motor ability and fitness level may be made.-/

It is advisable for asphysical educator to be included on.

the SBARC so he/she can advise the committee on the goals and

objectives required in regular-class placements as well as

resources available for special classes. The physical educator\

can also help develop a realistic timetable for accomplishing

the child's goals and objectives and give some suggestions

as to how the goals can be achieved.

Contents of'an IEP-

Once an IEP is written, it can be divided into eight

major sections. Each IEP written should include:

1) A summary of the child's present level of education,

or what the child can do now.

2)° A sfatement of annual goafs, or what is desired

for the child to be ablest() do at the ehd of.the year.

3) A statement of short-term objectives, or what the

child will have,to learn in order to,achieve the

annual goal.
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A list of specific special educational and related,

services which will be provided to meet the annual

goals and short,-term objectives, or what outside

services might facilitate the acquisition of

short-term objectives.

5) A statement of when the services will start and

the duration of the services.

61 A stat

k evaluation to determine that instructional objec-

, tivet are being met, or what the child must be

able' to do to go from one short-term objective

of evaluation criteria and an annual

to the next.

7) A statement of the amount of time the Child will be

in regular education, which'is to include physical

education if regular physical education placement

is deemed- appropriate.

8) A list of the individuals whO are responsible for

the implementation of the IEP or who w±g, teach

each short-term objective.

The summary of the present level of education should in-

clude the child's.strengths as well as weaknesses. When

determining the strengths, what the child likes to do, what

skills the child has mastered, and in which areas the child

scored the highest on the assessment tests, should be,,con-

sidered. In determination of the child's weaknesses, con-

sfaerations should include such thl_ngs as what behaviors might

hinder jogress and what needs the child has for special or-

related services. 40.4
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Annual Goals

The annual goals of an IEP are very impo tant because they

provide direction alid communicate the particu ar areas of

need. The annual goals describe the terminal behavioilto

be achieved_and are broad in their descripti9xs. If physical

education is one of the areas included in the IEP the annual

goals provide the general areas to be addressec in -6-le child's

program. They give the. physical educator direc\tion and

provide for greater accountability at the end o# the year.

The annual goals are also the basis for the short-term instruc-
t)

tional cbjectivesf

Certtin'questions should be asked when developing annual

goals. What are appropriate goals for meeting thé4child's

needs as indicated by the present educational level of the

child, and what areas of instruction dOes, child heed

assistance with? 'While the annual goals are being developed,

they can be prioritized. To prioritize.the annual goals, the

committee should consider the appropriate developmental se-

quences, the behavi that appear to be most modifiable, and

the concens of the parents or teachers. Examples of annual

goals:

1) The student will improve physical' fitness through

improved strength.

2) The student will improve fundamental motor skills:

running and leaping.

Short7Term rtructional Objectives

Short-term objectives are developed for each annual goa .

%

Short-term objectives are based on the prerequisite skills

1.
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the child will need to make progress in achieving the'annual

goal. The skills should be measurable and an'intermediate

step between thepresent level of perfofmance and the annual

goal. The short-term objective-provides the fra,atework from

which daily lessOn plans are determined.' ShOrt-term objec-

tives can b4 dOveloped using an,"A, B, C, D" model. "A"

represents the "actor", dt the child to learn the behavior.

(1'B" is the specific behavior or skil)to-be demonstrated or

developed. "C7 should represent the contitions tinder which

the behavior will be performed. "D" is the criterion for

success. These objectives 'provide periodic assessment of the

child's progress., Exardples of short-term objectives (relating

to. the sample annual goals):

1) The ,student will pe\able to increase bY five the

number of sit-ups done.

2) The student will be able to increase by five the

number of continuous sit=ups done.

3) The student will be able to run without assistance.

4) The student will be able to run 100 yards without '

assistance.
4

5) The student wili be.able to leap without assistance.
A

6) The Student will be able to leap over a beam 6" - 8"

off the,ground, without assistance.

Least Restxictive Environment

Most educators agree a child should be educated in the

least restfictive environment. This ensures that the handi-

'capped child will be educated to the maximum extent appropriate

fJ .

5 ei
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with the non-handicapped children. Handicapped children

should be educated in special classes or in a separate facility

only when participation in a regular class would not be feasible

. even with supptementary aids or 'services.

Th& concept of least restrictive environment does not mean

that all handicapped children should be piaced in-a regular

class, nor does it mean that all handicapped children should

'be in special classes. Children should be assessed individually,

with their strengths and weaknesses considered when determining

their placement. Even then there are many different placement

options for the child to receive the best education possible.

The placement options for physical education are:

"1) regular physical .education

2)' regular physical education with consultative
fts,

assistance

3) rdgular physical education with assistance

4) regular plivical education plus part-time special

5) full-time special class

6) full-time special school" (Dunn, p. 11).

These option8 provide a full range of placements from regular

class to special or adapted physical education. Mainstream-

ing is a result of the child's placement in the least restric-

tive environment. Guidelines that-should be usea are that:

"Each public agency-shall insure:

.1) That,to the maximum extent appZotpriate, handicapped

children, including children in public or private

institutions or other care facilities, are edu-

cated with children whd are not handicapped, and

.55,
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2) That special classes, separate schobling or other.

removal,of hahdicapped children from the regular

educational environment occurs only when the

nature or severity of the handicap ip such that

educatipn in regular classeP with the.use of

-

supplementary aids and servibes cannot be achieved

'satisfactorily" (Federal Register, 42-163).

Due Process

bue process is a procedure which seeks to ensure the

/fairness of all education decision- s made about a child and the
4

accountability of those persons (parents and educators) ,making

the decisions. The,procedural safeguards include:

"1) the right to examine all records related to referral

2) the right torexamine 'the procedures and the test to

be used in the evaluation

3) the right tope fully inforted of the evaluation

results

4) the right to o'btain an outside evaluation at your

expense

5) . the right to file a written request for a hearing

to review the school's .intent to conduct ah

evaluation

6) the right to prior notice: parent consent (your

child's educational status will not be changed

without liour knowledge)

7) the right to an impaAi41'dr,proeess hearing

8) the right to be placed in the least restrictive

environment

56
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9) the right to a continuum of alternative placement

and non-acdemic settings" (Project MOBILITEE).

Only the child's paents or the school district can

-initiate a due process hearing.. The hearing tak s place

7within 45 days of the request for such a hearing The

reawn for a due process hearing is a lack of agreement on a
'

child's identification/non-identification for special educa-

tion, the evaluation used to -make the decision of the child's

special needs, and/or the placement of that child. A due

process hearing can settle only the disagreement brought

before the'hearing officer. The hearing officer cannot make

decisions on other matters concerning the child's education.

After. a due process hearing,-if either the parents or

the school district is still not satisfied with the decision,

an appeal to the Exceptional Persons Appeal:Board is possible.

This appeal is within 14 days after the due process hearing.

Once this board has heard the appeal, thd only alternative

for those who still disagree with the decision is to puruse

the matter-in federal court:

5;
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Chapter 4

Prescriptive TeT4ching

5 a



"Rerhaps one irrefutable characteristic attributed to

children,with cer-tain handicaps is their wide x'rariability"

(Vance, p. 291) of skills and beggilTrior even when it's with

one specific classification such as LD, EMH. This fact pre-

48

cludes a rigid program where the instructor can assume at

. what level to begin an individual's course content, what the

individual's progress will be, or how hest to present the

information and skills. Every student enters the program with

certain experiences, special needs, special interests, and

at different levels. ParticiFiants must be guided into activi-

ties on the basis of their personal needs and characteristics.

To accomplish this feat and to fulfill the intent of federal

regulatiOns, the physical educator needs to develop a highly
4

organized educational plan. One approach is diagnostic-

piescriptive teaching, and the steps in this chapter as

described by Wessel include:

Step 2

Planning .

Step 3

Assessment

.411

Step 1

Defining the Program

Step 4

Prescribing

Step 6

Progam
Evaluation

Step 5

Teaching
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Diagnostic-prescriptive teaching is an attempt to identify

the most effective instructional strategies and levels for

children who differ on any number of variables (Ysseldyke &

Salvial). Tachingt under this plan focuses on asSessing the

student's performance level, prescribing instruction, teaching

to the objectives, and finally modifying instruction sed on

continuous monitoring and evaluationrduring instruction. Each

student is taught according to his/her strengths and x4-6-4-

nesses, at pa (that meets each individual'is needs. Yssel-

dyk, et al. statdthat effective diagnostic-prescriptive

teaching rests on four basic assumptións:

*1) A child will enter a teaching situation with certain

strengths and weaknesses;

These strengths and weaknesses are reltted to the

course objectives;

3) These trengths and aknesses can be assessed

reliably and vali yi

4) There are Well identified links between these

strengths and weaknesses and the effectiveness of

instruction..

Defining the Program

The-physical educator should have-a vast background of

information for determining the program. This information

includes: past experience, course content guidelines set down

by the school district, help from other instructors, tparents,

school administrators, supportive school personnel, the

student, related tests, and knowledge of the available facili-'
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ties.and equipment. If the student ,has been teferred, an IEP
-

and the assessmept devices 1,1W to determine placement should

help in development of the program.

State the Program Goals

The program goals can be relatively few but should be

carefully thought out. The goals sZlould be consistent with

the goals of the: home, school, and comm'unity, physical

education profession, student's needs, and philosophy of the

physical education program at the individual's school. These%

go.als should suggest th content that will be taught, the
--

student outime, and must be able to measure and determine

instruction and program success.

State the Skill Object-ives

The skill objectives must be broken down into their

smallest components in order to allow students to attain each
a

goal. They must be stated in specific( measurable, behavioral

Most important, the skill objective must be essential

o at least one of the program goals. Skill objectiyps can

be obtained either by the instructor's expert knowledge of

the curriculum and speCific skills or through curriculum and e

skill resource materials. The skill objective should include:

the intent of the instruction, the sequence of instruction,

and critetia for determining mastery of the skill and skill

components.

Determine the Program Level for Each Goal

The instructor needs to estimate at what level each'skill
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needs to be presented. It is important for the instructor

to include enough objectiVes to provide adequate programming

for all students with the realization that some will,pro4ress

faster or more slowly than others. Emphasis should be placed

on an area in which students are less proficient, but never

'4

to -6.he exclusion of other goal a eas. A balanced program

will: facilitate the acquisiti' of skills commensurate

.

with the child's development, preptre him/her for future (---

social and leisure-time activities, provide maintenance of

health and fitness, and foster success.

Determine Instructional

During the instructi nal year, the physical edutator has

only a limited number of houis to work with his student,

which limits the objectives that can be accomplished. The

amount of tim to complete each objective needs to be estimated

and the total time of all the objectives determined. If the

objective's time is greater than the amount of time the

instructor has programmed with that individual or class, the

instructor either needs to arrange for more time or must

determine his objective priorities.

Planning

Most teachers will agree that good teaching.is the result

of careful 'planning. Planning is nothing more than determining

plan of action to meet the goals and objectives of the program.

The first step i?determining a program is to consider the

alternatives. Just as a travelegoing from Los Angeles to

Hawaii must decide on a particular mode of transportation
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which cannot include traveling by Car, an educator who has
,

specific objectives in mind must give considerable thought

as to the method of reaching his objectives. No single ap

proach works foy all teachers, nor will a singie.1teacher

A
necessarily use the same approach with different classes.

Two teachers might choose different techniques to achieve

the same teaching objective, or the same teacher may use

different methods at different times depending upon the

situation. Such factOrs as teacher's mastery of the subjecp.

material, degree of confidence, experience with children, the

child's educational level, type of handicap, facilities and

equipment, and staff, will all affect not only the type of

plans used but also the intensity of planning necessary for

success (punk & Olberg).

Yearly Planning

The physical educator needs to decide what skill-objec-

tives will be taught at what period of the year and whether

it is best taught in a short bioc, over a long period of time,

or maybe even through the entire instructional year. He

must consider the nat re of the skills and the learnin4 stylea.

of each of his student . The physical educator also needs to

determine the amount oV the class period -Hie objective will
0

consume. Other factors the instructor needs to be aware of

are: relationship among the objectives, seasonal objectives,

compatibility of objectives, and availability of equipment

and facilities.

64
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Monthly Planning

Games and activities need to be identified that fulfill

the requirements of the skill objectives and needs of the

child. How much time for each class period needs to be

determined for each of the objectives specified for that

month from the yearly plan. Action words used in obtaining

the instructor's desired results-need to be identified, equip-

ment and materials need to be determined and obtained, and

,the iristr tor needs to set,up lesson plans for individualized

learning or-each student.

Asiessment

Knowledge of I.Q., motor development tests, physical

fitness tests, and any other,tests derived from the identifi-

catioend placement process, while interesting and useful,

do not provide enough information with which to construct an .

individualized program. (Hammill). The instructor needs an

assessment device which deals with the specific objectiVes

of the slass and determines such factors as the level of

content and how best to teach the information- and skills.

This pre-instructional testing 'accomplished two major pur-

poses for the physical educator. It determines whether the

goals and objectives, set down during the planning stage,

are relevant to a class or an individual's needs and level.

Secondly, the assessment determines the level and instruc-

tional needs of each student. Without this pre-instruc-

tional assessment, a number of results can occur, including:

1) Students are taught skills alreAdy acqUirdd;

2) Students are taught at a skill level much higher
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than they can accomplish, causing failure;

3) Students cannot understand what is expected becausfe

the wrong teaching method is employed;

4) There is a lack of motivationlbecause the wrong

einforcers were employed.

Befor assessment can begin, the instructor needs -rib--

determine an assessment schedule. It does not matter if it .

is at the beginning of each monthly plan or at the beginning

of the yearly plan as long as it is before the instruction of

the skill objective being tested.

Determine the Assessment Device

Unless the instructor is using curriculum-based resource
0.

materials; which should already have the assessm nt è7ices

included, the'best test may be constructed by the physical

educator. It should be specific to the material being

taught. The assessmenedevice should be a criterion-referengOd

test with specific determination of success or failure of the

objective components. Some possibilities for test design

include'rating scales, checklists, participation charts, and'

anecdotal records. The,test should be short and need no

special equipment, materials, or personnel. Another good

quality of a test of this nature is one which can be given

in the different situations of play, instruction, or struc-

i tured testing. For the assessment to be a useful tool" it

should be at the approximate level of the students. This is

determined by the fact that if any child either fails at.-

all the component parts of the skill or succeeds at all the

6 6'



component parts, the assessment device was inappropriate.

Each child should have both success and failure to be able

to accurately determine his/her level.

Preparation.

To assess quickly and accurately the tester should be

familiaT with the skill and its component parts. The tes'ter

should study the assessment device and know the recording

process, tipe involved in assessing each component, and

whether any of the components need to be combined or the

score sheet modified to reduce the testing time. The tester

should organize the materials and equipment that are needed

and the class organization for the test. A determination

of the assistants, direct ns, and,environment for the assess-
S

ment should be made.

As'sessment

-The instructor should use any information that will help.

his/her lesson plan and the instruction of the child. The

assessment should be conducted as quickly and as accuratV.y

as possible. The skill components should be tested from the

highest level to the lowest level and the directions should

progress from verbal cues to demonstration and verba1 cues

to lowering the learning task.

Prescribing

As a doctor uses lab tests, patient history, and obser-.
4

vation to determine the medication.prescribed to a patientr

a.teacher uses the,test scores to prescribe medication (in-

67,



struction) to a,student. Prescription is the effecti use

of the child's assessment daea in planning daily instruc

4.---''activities, games, and conditions to enhance the child's ac-

quisieion of the objectives. 'Accurate prescription rests on

two major responsibilities of the instructor:

1) The accurate interpretation of the test results;
0
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2) The accurate intervention of instruction, activities,

games, and teaching methods, that meet the needs of

the child.

,Identifying the fnstructional bevel

The initial instruction to a child should be given on

those parts of the skill %-lat the student is closest,to. achiev-

ing. The assessme,nt will identify the level Of ability and

ii particular the skill component which the child is closest

to achieving. Identification of those components allows each

student to receive instruction at the exact level continuing

his current skill and knowledge. Once these,initl,a1 components

are'achiextied, instruction will then concentrate on the com-

ponents that.require a greater amount of instructional time.

Teaching Methods

Besides diagnosing appropria e 1eVel of content, the

assessment device should give the instructor valuable informa-

tion helping to determine such factors as hoW the student

best acquires new information and skills, and the student's

learning style. Based on the levels of ability and the par-

ticular skill components the child needs instruction in, the

"
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class can be divided into instructional groups which can

efficiently work at their lq.ze]: The activities determined

in the planning process may need to be modified to fit the

needs of the class, instructional groups, skill levels . or
.

of one particular child. The action worn that the child

best responds to should.be determined from the assesSment

probess as well' as the reinforcers. All this information

concerning the best methods to Anstruct the child should go

into the planning of the daili lesson plans;

Teaching

All aspects of instruction prescribed for a child or .

, o 4

group of children must focus on the objectives and goals
/,.

determined in the defining and planning process. practice

is arranged by providing opportunities.for a child.or group

to use the skills. When the physical education time is

limited, the instructor needs to expand the practice time'

by including the regular classroom teacher and work atAlome

-including thd parent or guardian. Practice can- be.in the ..

form of planned.activities or.free play wojOich both can

strengthen the skill.

Gyn Managemeni.

The physical educator needs to assemble aLl the drills,

activities, games, materials, equiptent, and determine'the

instructional areas. The equipment should be in gooO, working

condition and be:set up before'the students arrive. New

equipment should be introduced gradually and systematically,

and any extraneous equipment, materials, noise, .and distrac-

6'11



tions should be removed. Instructional areas shottld be
P

.

assigned to help in the management and organization of the

class. -4

Organizational Structure

Specific strategies should be used to help design the

daily lesson plan, and the instructor 'should be,well prepared

for the lesson. One of the most important variables involved

in the acquisition'of knowledge and Skills in the on-task

time. This time that the student is actively involved,in

the learning and practicing of the skill should be maximized.

. Activities, games, and instruCtion should be designed around

the frequent use of the desired skill.
. )

Otheforganization strategies include: class organiza-

; tion, class movement patterns, and staffing.

1) (,dtpace needs should be approximated for each student.*

58

aso

A

2) Equipment should be arranged so the student'does

not have to wait.
A

3) The student should be able to clearly see all instruc-'-

tion and demonstrations.

4) The students ahould be effectively grouped, whether
0

t is with all at the same level or'the experienced

student work,ing with the inexperienced.
4

5) The actwkfies, games, and equipment should be safIe.

6) *There should be a regular routineto help the child

JInderstand what is expected and tb-lhorease the

accuracy and speed of the response to a*changing

Situation.

ir
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7) Different patterns and procedures that can be used

to assist the instructor are: circles, lines,.

teams, relays, and scattered:-

V
8) The instructor can utilize aides, other students, .

paren'ts, and other,teachers zuch as the regular

classroom teacher or spe'Cial education teacher as

.

additional staff.

9) The staff can be assigned to work with specific

equipment, children, or groups which greatly in-

crease the organization and on-task time of a class.

Behavior Control

Such factors as elicitors (cues and action words), rein-

forcers, transfer and generalization, knowledge of results,

- and the child's success can all affect the acquisition of

knowledge and skill. Elicitors should be appropriate to each

child. Some might respond best tO demcinstration, verbal ex-

planation, ppysical manipulation, or some combination. The

instructOrs- should Ae'aware that bot:h theeaction words and

cues, d the reinforcers, can and willichange for a child,

so hey must be fiexihle. The development of ttansfer and

genevalization Of a skill can be increased by the reinforcement

of the skill in different settings as in tit home or play.. An

importantNnethoa of increasing the desired behavioral response

andrefiningthat response is through the child's knowledge cif

the results. Ttiose results should be both specific and gen-
,

eral. There is probably no greater motivator than that of

a child's success and achievement. The instruCtor should ,

s

#
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,work on skill components that will offer a degree of success.

When there is failure t a ski1ll or skill component, the

instructor needs to break down the skill into smaller com-

ponents.

Program Evaluation
et-

The physical educator should continually reassess during

the xlass instruction. The information obtained through

continual assessment is used in documenting the progress of

the child and class, and in determining progiam prbgregs. Input

from evalliation is lised to continually revise every otherstep

in the prescriptive teaching process. Objectives may. need to

be changed or added, teachj_ng methods may need Ecp be changed,

goals included or futurtassessment devices changed. This

continued'evaluation will affect the paTegc.ribing of instruc-

tion' on a day-to-day basis. If there is a lack of time and

staff to conduct immediate recording, a time should be

agide foil reassessment. The instructor will also need to

reassess the completecrskills at regular intervals, to 'deter-
.

wine if newly'acquired skills ar,e being retained.

Child's,Progress
(

The physicA educator needs to determine the appropriate

amount of P4sitive change necessary,to,propeed to the next

objectiVe. A determination of whether or not -Lhe gains are

significant by the knowledge .of the student bilities and

the amOunt of time.:allotted to the objective must be made. The.

physical educator should stt expectations for each,student

'ana should have sbme kind of individual, record of.that

72
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progress. Then target maintenance levels for each student

should be set, and the instructor needs to assure the skills

will be maintainpd over time.

Group Progress

The instructor needs to continually determine the approp-
.

riate amount of positive change expected from the class, and

to determine whether or not the gains ai'e significant by

the knowledgd of the Class abilities and the amount of time

allotted to the objective. The,physical educator should set

expectations for the group and have 4 group record of progres.

he jn.structor also needs to assure that maintenance levels

for the group are set and make sure the' skills are maintained

over time.

Program Input

From the data obi4ined.from the individual and group

progress, the instructor now has valuable information to

put back into the program to make those needed' changes to
..

develop appropriate teaching actions,-

If the student or students did not.reach the cfiteria

for success, the instructor needs to ask himself these

q'utions:

1) Are the objectives too difficult?

2) Were the drills, play, practice, ai-A games enjoyed,

or at least attended to with minimal disruption?

3) Was the purpose of the activity clear to the students?

4) Were the students actively engaged in task-related /

instructioil on the cloMponents they needed to achieve



or'develop?

5) Was the iristruction o task time? Would the same

methods be used?

6) Were the activities changed, re-emphasized or

modified before the interest tapered off?

7) Were motivation and reinforcement positive and

applied adequately?

8) Were distractions minimal?

9) Should the tmframefor instruction be changed?

10)

11) Were the cues and action words approprfate for

eaCh student?

12) Were reinforcers selected apptopriately for each

Was the staff following procedures?

.00
student and situation?

The instructor may wish to redefine the criterion levels he

determined for success of the-student and/or class.

If the gains ar6'e satisfactory, the ,instruction should

terminate instruction and determine maintenance levels. If

the gains are not enough, but students can succeed given more

:time, the instructor can continue the prescriptive teaching

on the'skill objective. The instructor may want to change

one oi more aspects of the prescription. physical educa-

tor may decide to task-analyze the skill change the instruc-

'. tion format and the games, drills, and-activities, or may

wish to change th0 grouping. If the instructor needs extra

time. for an objective, a reduction,in the other objectives'

time will occur. The instructor must determine what the

- priorities are.
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Definition of Purpose

Games and activities play an important role in the cur-

riculum of an elementary physical education program. Skills

often identified for enhancement -hrough games in an eldmen-

V5 4
tary program are (a) to promote socialization, (b) to facili-

tate emotional understanding between and within children, and

(c) to aid in the development of motor skills-.

Teachers must keep in sight the value of games and

. remember they Are not time-fillers. The comment that "the

kids enjoy them" is well taken. However, children enjoy all

types of movement. Games in a physical education class should,

be used for three reasons. First, to provide a setting in

which the instructor can conduct assessment of skills-"in a

'natural environment. Second, to provide a meaningful setting

in which the teacher can provide cdntinued instruction on a

particular skill whether the skill is related to the psycho-

motor, cognitive, or affective domain. ,Last and perhaps most

important, games shouIld provide a setting in which the child

can practice the skills in which he/she has received instruc-

,tion.

Often, traditional games do not give sttdents an oppor-
,

tunity for success, and eliminate students because of a low

skill level. It is these students who espe6ially need the

participation time to improve their skills. Eliminationifrom

a game does not assist the children toimprove their skills;-
*

instead, it is a detriment to their skill development and

their self-confidenc0

7 7
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There are many different methods that can,be used when

modifying a specific game for the needs of a class. An instruc-

tor can use a traditional game with slight modifications, create

a totally new game but use the same goals and objectives, or

allow the class to Aiake up a game-of their own. The final..

decision is to use the game that best serves the needs of

all the cAssi whether handicapped or highly

handicapped are 9ot the only.students who need and can benefit

from modified activities. Any instructor who wishes to modify

an activity needs ."only an understanding of the needs of the

students who wilLparticipate, the ability to analyze the

components of the activity and enough flexibility to be able

to try something new" (Michigan Department of Education report,

p. IV-27).

When adapting or modifYing games for thehandicapped

student, there are certain factors that need to be taken into

consideration. These factors include: (1) a medical clearance,

(2) carry-over value for the students', (3) total body needs

of the individual, and (4) safely constructed setting. Safety

of all students should always be considered when deciding upon
r.

an activity to use in a glass. When working with the handi-

capped, at times different precautions must bcp taken because

of the.nature of the handicapping condition.

Games analysis is a generic model that can be used by

any teacher, on any game and for any class. "It' provides a

framework in which all movement games can be analyzed" (Morris,

p. 2). The games analysis, mode-1 has six components for

76
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consideration: (1) slayers, (2) equipment, (3) movement

patterns, (4) organizational-patterns, (5) lir1littions, arid

(6) purpose. A games analysis can be developed for traditional

or creative games. Some of the differ.ent options in each

component are shown in a chart on the following page.

Players

Whoever said t at basketball has to be played.wittrfive

'player's per team, Oi volleyball with six players per team?
4

'

By using games anal sis, the number of Rlays can be modified
4

tO suit the game an4 class. The /lumber of players on each

team also does not' ave,to be equal. Thr.ough player mapipula-

°

tion, games can be tructured so'that everyone participates,

the teamslhave even skill levels, and all enjoy some success.

If a game is chosen that has a limited number of participants

at one time, an un imited number of s stitutions or options

could be used to f

participates.

Ii

If equipment is to be used, a deci ion must be made as

to what kind, the number of different ypes, the size, etc.

equently help ensure that everyone

Equipment

"The decision to'use or not to use e ipment depends on the

ability.of the players, the geograp ic area the game.is

played in, the availability of equipment and the purpose of

the game' (Morris, p. 15). Once the choice of equipment is

made, it must be determined whether the equipment will be

used in its traditional form or in some other fashipn. Equip-

ment can be used in'many different ways other than its tradi-
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GAMES ANALYSIS MODEL--CATEGORIES AND COMPONENTS

Players . Equipment Movement Pattern Organizational
Pattern

. Ljmitations Purpose
,

individual balls

2 per team bats

3 persteam sticks 4

1

4 per team gloves

5 per team hoops

6 on one plastic
team, 4 on bottles

, another

even number l'opes kicking
on One team,
odd number bases throwing

on other
wands catching

???, bowling pins twisting

runnibg *

jumping

hopping

skipping
.

walking

'galloping

individual rolling

body parts

? ? ? ? '?

'random placement

circle

columns

double circles

files

double columns

staggered file

even/odd file

diamond

triangle

square

? ? ?

3 outs per inning

10 yards for 1st
doWn

boundaries on
field

5 min. per
quarter

rag below waist

only 5 players
per team

To win

To promote cooperative
behavior

To help develoç loco-
motor skills

To promote.problem-
solving behavior

To aid in eye7hand
coordinatton

To help develop self-
concept

4 downs to make a To develop competitive

touchdown spirit

must dribble the
ball for every
step taken

? ? ?

To promote sportsmanship

° To develop cardiovascular
fitness

Permission for use given by author and publisher: G.S. Don Morris, How to Change the Games Children Play (2tid ed.),

MinneapoliS: Burgess Publishing CoMpany, 1980. . 0,
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tional use. This versatility of equipment opens up 'endless.

possibilities of different games to be created and played. So

many of the traditional games used in.physical education cldssps

today can be adapted into a'new game simply by changing the

equipment or the way it 'is used.
/

The initial decision to be made about equipment is the need

of the physical education program. It should also be deter-'

mined whether the equipment on hand meets the needs of the

students and which students, if any, need adapted or special

equipment. ".An occupational, physical, pr recreation thera-
.

pist can help you identify students who need adaptive equip-

ment and show you and the student how to-,use it" (Michigan

report, p., IV-19). Often it is. faTrly simple to_modifY,or

"adapt a piece of equipment so it meets the special needs: If

a piece of equipment is being adapted for a specific child,

the teacher needs to consider the child's ind41,144mAastrengths

and limitations.

Equipment used doses not have td be expensive.Or efaborate.

The simpler equipment is, the easier it is fot a child to con-

tinue the activity aWay''.froth-school. Some equipment such as

bean bags, parachutes, inner tubes, hoops, etc. can be obtained ,

at no cost to the program or te easily made very inexpenspely.

If equipment is gping to,be purdhased, "consider its porta-

bility, washability, durability,,economy, size and diversity"

, (Seaman & Depauw, p. 421).
%

Audible balls, goals,-devices to assist in moving such as

scooter boardS, tricycles and adapted wheelchairs are examples

of special equipment that might be needed for the special'needs
pb 4 49
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of the handicapped student. This equipment and any adaptations
4

of,segular equi,pmeht,mdylfacilitate inçreased participation

by the handicapped stude in the physical education program.
a,

4The following is ashort list of simple equipment and adaptal
(P

tions, suggested by the Michigan Department of Education (p.
,

20), that may,help make games and instKuction mor

apprOpriate for soil students. For students 'with:

"1) visual problems and the developmentally young, use

a. ball with a bell inside or large balls for

tracking skills

b. large striking impleMents

c. brightly colored equipment

1,
d. gmaller balls for rolling/grasping. skills

2) difficulty grasping or afraid of the ball, use

a. ,deflated

b. balls made out of soft materials such as nerfs

-or yarn balls

3) the need.for a longer amount of time topreact,"use

,a partially deflated ball.

.4) limited strength for standard e4uipment, use lighter-

weight equipment made from lightweight materials

5) hearing-impairMent to give them directions, use

a .-pictures

gestures (limitatdons)

t. blackboards."
4111

Movement Patterns
4

Almost eVery game included n a 'physical education progran

e,

.

4
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has Some type.of movement covOnent. Some games° have a

mOvement prOgression, while in others none of the movements

are interrelated. All moveMent games have%orhe type of loco-

motor patterns, non-locomotor movements, or reception and

propulsion skills. ."Game desi n rs need to understand that

movements are performed in various directions, at differenX

body levels, and at a variety of speeds .4n forces"'(Morris; CY

p. 13). They,should also be,familiar with the movement and

be able to task-analyze the skill. There are sources avail-
,

able whic4 can be,used to analyze the skill. For many compli- .

cated movements, if broken'down into their individual parts and

taught Xo the class in a progression, the student may master

the moyement with greater eaSe than if they were to try the

complete movement. Often it is just on'e part of themovement

a child is having trouble with; if this part is learned, the

entire movement may ba mastered. Most children have an easier ,

time Learning a skill step by step, and these smaller steps

provide the stildent with-Many oppo4tunities fo-r success, which

emay motivate the students to keep trying. IP

When constructing-a game using this analyslis model, move-

mentS can be included by.the teacher as dictated by the

ties of the ,students or left-up to those whO play the game; . ,

If the moveMents are left up to the students, the qame will
-

4e
most likel.y be,different.every time it is,played. Thera is

nothing wrolig with this idea;however, if game being played

one day kipPears'to be successful with the cldss, it would

be advantageous for the te ehet to. make some notes on tIke game

o that it might be use again.
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There will'bemany factofs kahich influence the Movements
.... .

.
.

,

.
chosen, such,as skill level, number of players, playing a'rea,

:,
. , le .

. gaV
. . '. %

. . ' ,
. ,

and purpose-of the game. The important point is that kherp;

, re liMitless combinations Of movemeritsothat can be made into '

.
,

'or

. -4

a game, and through the 'use of games_analysis the games used,

in physical education can be designed for or by the clgss.

0 anizational Patterns
,

Many choices and decisions are available,,to the teacher

when considering the organization of a game. The,purpose.of

the activity must be determined, howmany teams there will be

and how many- players each-team will have. Once these deci-
.

sions have been made, there are four considerations that MuSt

be examined in regards-Eo the games organi2ation. The aspects

to conside are:- "1. whether the game' will be sti'Uctured or

unstructured, 2. if the quantity of players is 6onStant or

changing, 3. is the game played on a specific location on the

playing surface,. or does it change, and,A. the positions of'the

'groups in regards to'each other, other teamS and equipMent"

(Morris, pp. 8-9). Through games analysis teachers can provide
4

the type of class and game organization that best fits their

class.

. Organization is awerii important component of a lesson

to consider. A well organized class can increase safety and
A

the amount of on-task time students spend. Therefe,also some

chill,ren with limitations who,need a veryptructured and well.

organizedsdlass to keep their attentionlbfocused on the activity.

Teachers should establish some bpsic organization procedures

4 for their classes that are consistent regardless of the actiyity

8-3
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the class' iSspregently working on.

These basic organizational procedures can be established

during the initial week of class. Procedures should include

.such things as how the class shOutd enter and leave the gym.

Is
,For example:: one teacher may want the classes to quietly

enter the gym and go to their assigned squad positions so that

:attendance can be taken quickly-. .Some af the other procedures

that might be established'ding this' week ate, methOds or
A-

signals to be used for starting, stopping,.etc. These pre-

. '

determined signals could inclUde a whistle, Slick-of the

ligTats, or,the teacher's hand raised in the air. Sinde these

signals are constantly used, and Ased for only one purpose/

the stUdents will know what to do immediately regardless of

the activity they are engaged in.

These simple organizational methods can assiSt handi-
.

... t_
capped children to fu

,

ion with.greater ease in a plpaysicalc---

'education class. These signals give them familiar cues related
. -44

to what is happening 4and what is ekpected of them. This then

gives them some security ip the class and allows them to .

concentrate,on new activities.
4.

..

Organizational ForMations. 7

There are a wide variety of formationswhich,can beosed

1/4

..to organize a physical education class. The formation 'used .

4

for a particular-claSs should enatile the insuc'tor to obtain

the.student's attention, see all of the studen.ts, and be seen

by all the students. A formation should also le chosen that

will anow all students to be involved in the activity. and
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become active in the game as gibonlarid as often as poss'ble.

ol(3'

lik .

r 73

When deciding on the organizational formation f r a par-

ticular game or class, the Michigan DepartAnt of Education

0

Iv7113) suggests:

. "1. Minimum time should be used in mov,ing students from

one activity to the next.

2. .Verbal directions and/oi- ddmonsrations.Shbuld be

given when needed with clarity and conciseness..

3: Signals for beginrAng and ending an "actiirit- should

be given prior to the start of the activity (es-

are:

1

pecially if they are different frOm the signals

normally used class),

Safety procedures_as indicated by tfre particular

activity being conducted, should be established

and followed.,"
-1

The different organizational formation* can be lased

1)' 'scatter Audents spread out throughout the gym

and find "their own space." his formation provides
A

minimum structure for the class while providing

maximum.participation.

2). squads extended squad and squad with leader.'
*

'3). partner 7 uSed whenever two are needed for an activity. ,

Should,have,a method to determine who pa'rl.ners with

Whom. ' Is effective to warm up and practide skills.

4) small groups 7 similar to p rtners butoisually with .°

3-5 students.

single file - basic relay rmatiorr.
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6) line and leader used to practice skills. Leader

4
directs by passing back and forth to each player.

74 circle - circle and leader.

8) semi-circle and leader.

9) double'line.

Many other forraatiqhs can be devised for use with any

game.by'using some-imagination, and these formations should

Ar
fi.t the students needs and the game requirements. -The organi-

zation of a class is very important. It can mean the suCcess

or failure of any child or lesson. With careful thought,

organizay_onal formations can be a very effective aid for

any teacher.

Iiimitations/Rules

Limitations are one of the easiest factors to manipulate

when using games analysis. By simply'changing a game's limi-

tations or rules, it can be 'adapted to meetathe needs of any
cr

class. The teacher can control the game's limits or allo/

them to be determined-by thp students,during the.game., Some-

times the limitationsare affeCted by,other factors suCh as '

the playing area, equi- ment vailale, players, etc.

Morris (p. 19) indicated three categories of limistations

to consider when adapting a game's limitations:, "1, physical

.aSpects -.such as geographic boundaries, team size, numArr of
4

teams-and equipment. 2. game conditions how long,to play

how to score. 3. game procedures what is acceptable

.110 e formance." Taking these categoiles into constderaion,

there re infinite ways to manipulate the limitations of a

8 F
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game. Some examples of generAl modifications of limitations

that can be made when working with hthe handicapped are:

"1. reduce size of playing area.

2. shorten time periods.

3. decneasNdistances.

4. lowe nets or,baskets.

5. increase size of targets/goals.
All

6. 1 simplify movement patterns.

75

7. change rules to be less restrictive and to allow.
-

//many opportunitivs for success.

8. reduce amount of rules/limitations studerL have

to remember"
N
(Seaman & DePauw, pp. 435-437).

O. .

6

When working with'sde handicapped children it is impor-

tant to clear their program or activities with a doctor. In

this way, the physical education teacher can obtain a better

understanding of what the.child,iS-capable: The teacher

also places himself/herself in a ,betterl'position legally should -

such a situation arise.

Purpose

Games are played for many reasons, be it for enjoyment, to

increase skills, for social interactions, etc. Physical edu-

cators who include gamesin their-progiams should haVe a 4statdd
4 "..F.

-

purpose for eaob game that is played-in their class. This
I(

.

,mandates that a purpose be intified as the firbt step of the

game analysi. The'purpose for a game can be decided by the,

class or teacher depending on rhat i.s to be acilieved by the

game. The _analysis helps match thlligame to the'desired 15;irpOse.
. .

: 4

"SO to make sure that gameSserve their stated Turpose (physical-7
i

. . i

0
'NA*

a
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Skill development, group interaction, emotional growth and

cognitive skills) game designers must think critically about

the reasons for engaging people in a variety of game forms"

(Morris, p. 19).

Facilities

Facilities can'be an important part and consideration of

a physical program although elaborate facilites with

all of the latest equipment are available to some, it is not

the norm. Depending on the objectiOes of-a 11.rogram, some

activities can bak conducted,in gyms, classrooms, or outside

n nice weather. WhereVer the activity is to take place,

it must be safe and accessible.to all participants. Arrange-

ments can,be made to usaKcommunity facilities for such ac-.

tivities as swimming, racquetball, Or for activitieS for which

the,school does not have facilities. Often:A mutual trade of

fac,ility-use time can 4e made, thereby reducing the cost to q

the school for providing certain activities..

In areas that have periOds.mb nice weather, outdoor

facilities can be a useful adlition to the program. eOutdoor

.faci.iities might include pOols, stadium, tracks, courts and

playing ,fields. Some of these structures and fields may

need some minor modifications to make them completely acces-

sible to the handicapped. These modifications can include:

No steps ontoicourts,'play areag or fields

,2. Ramps, lifts or hancarails

3. Gates wide enough for a wheelchair

4. Grass short-cropped and where possible hard-surf ced

90
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grass that doesn't retain or require much water

5. Asphalt surfaces free of obstacles.with reptively

few lines of different colors painted on them"

(Seaman & DePauw, pp. 435-437).

Indoor facilities that are used may need slight modifi-

( cation to accommOdate handicapped students. Gyms usually are

large spaces that are accessible unless there is a piece of

equipment that reduces accessibility. Locker rooms usually
I

are more in need of modification, especially for those

students in wheelchairs.

Effective use of facilities and games analysis requires

only the knowledge of what you want to teach, how to teach

it, and some creativity combined with common'sense tO imple-

ment a sound program of activities. This principle applies

fOr all stddents and classes--not just the exceptional child.

9
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Learning Model for Motor Skills

Sensory

Input

Integration

Process

IFeedback

Motor

Output

The eventual uncovering of the exact process of learning

may well determinePthe most effective method of instryction

and help teachers overcome certain disabilities in their%

students. Educators and psychologists have a,general idea

of how the learning process occurs and this process

can draw certain learning ithplications. Unrstanding the

learning implications for a alsability.is going to be_central

in determining the success or failure in 'meeting -6he instructional

goals and objectives of a child (L. Stallings). ,Probably the

most olvious implication iNt_that for a blind child. Would an

instructor give visual instruction to a blind student? The"

,
instructojr would utilize the student's other senses in his/

her instructionIl method ih working around that disability.

koh,

A blind, student is an obvious example, but what ol7some of the'

other,Idisabilities, 'and how do they fit into the learning model?

The followingoschematic reprpsents,a variety of disabilities

and their positions in the leirni4 model for motor skills.



Input (Sensory)'

Blind

Visdal Impairment

Hearing ImiSairment

Tactile Deficiency

DISABILITIES -

Integration (Information Processing)

Learning Disabilities
:

Emotional/Beha.vioral Disorders

Mental Retardation

c,

Output (Physical)

Cerebral Palsy

Hypertension

Rheumatic Heart Disease

Congenital Heart DefeCts

Arthritis'

Cystic Fibrosis

Sickle-Cell Anemia
4

Seizure Disorders - Eiilepsy

e4
Diabetes

Muscular, Dystrophy

Asthma.

Spina Bifida

Amputations '

Spinal Cord Lesions
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The physical educator can most'profitably think of

learning not as a single prOcess, such as memory, located in

a particular site in the nervous system, but rather as a

geiies dt evdnts involving a,number of information-handl ng

proceses whiCh occur in order (L.Stallings). In any

communication system, there is a great deal of variability in

what goes in eand what comes out. A good system will show
4.,

some relatiOn between input and output. No communacation

device is peFfect; noise tay be present anywhere in the system;

therefore it is a rarity when the response will equal the stimuli.

(:-
A B

A - Input

. B Output

C Oyerlap, transmitt6d information

Singer indicates that the human organism receives stimuli

through the senses, has a brain as a controlling probess and

a.storage system, and responds in the form og muscle .movement.

Each individual has,a channel capacity above which<information

canno4 be transferred. Greater input results in increased

output, to a point. Feedback occurs when some of the output

is isolated and fed back into the system as input. The

principle of feedback is

lut )output

feedbacks

characteristic of all organisms and closed-loop control systems.

Information may be in the form of errors, if so, it is sent

back to the device controlling the output. The input is' then

modified, and the output is corrected.0 Every human organism

9 7
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must know or see the results; otherwise, improvement will not

occur.

Input Disorders {Sensory)

Blind/Visually Impaired

'1, For the purposes of education "visually handicapped means

a visual impairment which even with correction adversely affects

a child's educational performance. This term applies to bOth

partially seeing and blind children (Federal Register 42-163).

The loss of vision can be placed into two different ctategories:

'1) congenitally blind, and 2) adventitiously blind (blinded after

birth). Those children who have had sight long enough to learn

about the world around them learn concepts differently from

those who have been blind since'or near birth. These children

have "pictures" in their minds from-their experiences before

beComing blind upon which they can dr.aw. For these individuals

it is easier to learn abstract concepts and words. Blind

children best deal with concrete experiences.

The visually impaired can be classified by the nature of

the impairment: 1) defects of visual acuity, 2) restriction of

.field of vision, 3) defects in color vision (cOlorblind). Other

visual conditions students are likely to have are:

1) refractive pre6blems (nearsighted'and farsighted),

2) musbular problems(strabismus - ayes are directed inward or

outward), 3) infec'tious diseases (pinkeye), and 4).structural

problems (cataracts). A number of these conditions are correctable

through surgery or glasses.

Many of the blind will exhibit blindisms which are rhythmic

movements, theorized by some to be for stimulation as replacement i

9
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9f all of the stimuli not received through sight. Some of these

behavic= are: "1) eye rubbing,giving stimulation to the

occipital areas, 2) rhythmic movements of some part of the body

, to Aaieve boredom or stimulation/in ligtit of the environmental

deprivati)on, and 3) manneristic behavior as a substitute for

physical activity" (Cratty, P. 121). Some blind children %ve

blindisms that are not appropriath, and they must be taught to

change these behaviors. When working with a blind or visually

impaired student, the physical educator must remember that these

children are capable of many of the same motor achievements as

most students provided they have beerl taught the necessary skills

and have appropriate equipment. "The apparently inferior

Motor skills of the blind are due to: 1)Idifferences ih,

experience, 2) differences in incentives relatiye to seeing

others attempt the same task, 3) diflerences in opportunity

to model appropriate skill patterns, and 4) possible incidences

of neurological impairment influencing motor °functioning
9

among certain populations of the blind" (Cratty, P. 119).

Physical educators should proVide a remedial motor skills

program to those in need of such a program, while other visually

impaired may participate in regular physical education with

minAktal adaptations. V

In teaching the.visually impaired student, the teacher

will_ have to rely on using the child's remaining vision and

-other senses to compensate far the lack of vision. 'A great

deal can be taught to the child by using tactile, auditory,

and kinesthetic experiences. One example is to manually move

the child through the movement pattern so they.can experience
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the movement. An alternative to this method is for the student.

to hold onto the teacher aa the movement is performed. The

previous techn4que, howelwr, often obtains better results

and is less conspicuous An front of peers.

1
The number of games and activities that can be played by

the blind is limitless. Most need only simple modifications.

Examples of'modiikcations are: 1) balls with sound devices

inside, 2) goals with sound devices, 3) a peer for visuflly

impaired to run with or a rope aleing the path that they can

hold on to, and 4) in a swimming pool, lane buoys, and a sound

device at one end so the blind swimmer can distinguish the deep

end from the shallow. The most important point to remember is

not to hinder blind students' motor -experiences but rather to

encourage them to achieve as much as po..ssible.
1

Listed below are some general .4.6achigig suggestions for'

working with the visually impaired.

"1. Be aware of potentially.dangerous situationS that

might cause additional eye damage

2. Enlarge targets

3.\ Use brightly colored equipment

4. Proyide appropriate lighting

5. Be avare of possible need tO modify activities that

require students -Op change direction

6. Be a-ware ef the use of space and unnecesSary clutter

7. Be consistent

8. Provide structure and routine" (Seaman & DePaul. pp. 348-

t

349).
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Deaf/Hearing Impaired

Fedefal guidelines d "deaf"- as a hearing impairment

which is so severe that the child iS-impaired in processing

linguistic information through 'hearing, with or without

'amplification which adversely affects educational performance.

..."'Hard of hearing' means a hearing impairment; whether

permanent or fluctuating, which adversery affects a child's

educational performance but which is not included under the

definition of deaf..." (Fediteral Register' 42-163).
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Classification of hearing loss is often vague and can
.. ,

\
(

take into account Lany variables, but there are five generally
.1. 8

, q
accepted categories of hearing loss. These are: .

a

"1. Prbfound hearing los'S essentially deaf

2. Severe hearing loss - educationally deaf %

3. Moderate.bearing loss - can hear lou convqrsation

within 3 feet but teapings may be garble'd

4. Marginal, hearing loss - can hear conversation within

3 feet but miss aboutcone halt of what s said.

en hear with an aid.

5. Mild hearing loSsl- often overlooked because they

4 don't usually experience learning problems (Cratty, p. 143).

Hearing loss can be congenital or occur at 'any time

throughout life. The loss can be.caused by loud noises,
4

infections, fevers, etc. There are three different types of 0

hearing losses: 1) conductive loss, 2) sensorineural and

3) high-fredluengy loss. Ti_oonductive hearing loss occurs in



the middle ear. It is almost never a Complete.loss and usually

can be improved with .amPlificatioh.' A Ansorinnural loss

of the inner ear is. usually a complete loss of hearing.

Amplification rarely helps regain this loss. A hig -frequency

loss%is a hearing loss.at certain'frequencies in Which people

can not hear that sound.

When teaching physical(eaucation to the'hearing impaired,

1

fhe teacher' must first establish a basis of communiCation

,with the students. The deaf and visually impaired can

participate in most sports with a-minimum of"adaptation and
_

should not be restricted. Some very simple pieces of equipment

cah be used to replae whistleS,'buzzers, etc. Some deaf
0

students have poor skills because of the lack of opportunity

to'play in neighborhood games, so when teaching tlie deaf a !'

team spo t, start with a lead-up game. These games will not

only hel4D them improve their skills, but also will start

buildin the concept of working in a cooperative fashion.

Te chers should be aware that deaf studepts will get

their ihformation through visual cues such as lip movement,

arm ge$ttaes, facial expressions, etc. A so be prepared to

meet ydp.r students halfway by learning t e basic signs needed
)."

for elementary communication. Teachers need to be aware of

86

facing the,deaf student whi,le speaking becauSe when they.
c.

can not see you, they can not obtain the necessary information.

Tactile Deficiency

The tactile system which matures throughout life is one
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of the senses used to investigate the hvironment in whiCh one'

lives. Tactile dysfunctions may result in failure to Identify_

pressure, lack of correct interpretation, and organiz tion

of information. -The following are characteristics ol-some

tactile disorders:

von

,

"l. "Tactile defensiveness negative response to touch

2. Tactile-seeking behaviors touching anything and

everything

3. Inability to locate where on the body one has been

touched

4. Complete lack of response to touch

5. Inability to discriminate betw9n--4-ifferent tactile

sensations

6. .Inability to perceive stimuli simultaneously"

(Seaman etal, p. 50.

,

There are two cajor types oftactile disorders:

hyperresponsivity to tactile stimulation and hyporesponsivity

to tactile stimtlation. ,Those children who are hyperrespdiasive

to tactile stimulation rdspond negatively to tactile- inputf.
A,

They at isimes do not even tolerate the tactile stimulation

from their own clothes, especially if.any of the clothing

is the least bit tight-fitting. These children need a large
A ;\

ount of personal space and often appear to lack affection. \.

On the other hand, hyporesponsive to tactile stimulation seek

tactile-stimulation. These children are often compelled to
0

106
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touch everyone and everything including themselves.

Integration Disorders (Information Processing)

'Learning Disabilities

-"Children with special learning disabilities exhibit a :

disor'der in qne or more of the basic psychological Processes

involved in understanding or in using spoken or written language-.

These may be manifested in disorders of listening, thinking,
.

talking, reading, writing, spelling, or'arithmetic. They

may include condition$ which have been referred.to as perceptual

tiandicaps, brain injury, minimal brain dyst'unction, dyslexia,

developmental aphasias, etc. They do not include learning
P

problems which are due primarily to visual, hearing, or motor

handicaps, to Antal retardation, emotional disturbance, or

to environmental disadvantage" (Subcommittee on Education of
P

4

the Committee on Labor and Public Welfatif p. 14).

A number of resources attribute the presence of a learning

disabilkty to an aberration of neurological functioning.

It has been thought such a dysfunction may be,due to any of

the pre- or postnatal.influences during the development of

the child. Such factors as heredi.kary anoxia, ndnimal br in

damage, or chemical imbalances are all examples of posSi

causes of learning disabilities (Fallen).

Sherrill indicates that children with learning,disa ilities

do not necessarily exhibit the same particular strengths

weaknesLs. Though different, the L.D. child does displa
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certain behaviors more okten than the normal child. Among

these behaviors are:

89

hyperactivity, distractibility, dissociation,

4115 imperception, pocbr bOdy image and self-

concept, poor spatial orientation, and clumsiness.

perseveration, social

Hiperactiyity. The hyperactive child may display problems

of'listening, thinking, reading, writing, spelling,i, or arithmetic,

usually related to the iilability t10 rdmain on task long enough

to-make a reasonable gain'in thes.6-areas. Hyperactivity is

a medical problem. It is usua ly recognizal and referred

physician long before the c enters school. Most

physicians use medication only as a last resort in the manage-

ment of hyperactivity, (lnd then prescribe: ritalin

(methlphenidate), dexedrine) benzedrine, or methedrine, all 9

of'which are stimulants. These stimulant drugs slow down
-
/

the child, because of the paradoxical egtfect of them on' children

therefore it ingreases'the attention span, and enables the

child to concentrate on one Ktem for a longer perod of time.

Hyperactivity usually ceases at about the time of puberty,

and medication can be reduced or eliminated.
A

Educationlal prescript!ion for the hyperactive child rests

on four principles which affect the learning environment.17

1. The establishment of a: highly structural progsam.

2. The reduction of the environmental space.

3. The elimination af irrelevant auditory and visual

stimuli.

105
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4.. The enhancment of the stimuli value of the instructional

materials themselves. (

Distractibility. ,Doj_s_ actibility is th4 inOility to focus ,

n any particular object or person in the environ-attention

ment. The child lacks the ability to'block out any irrelevant

stimifli like other children,.and is di$tracted by any
)

mmiement,

-pound, color, or smell.

The physical educator can reduce distractibility by:

the elimination of irrelevant auditory and visual stimuli
.

and the enhancement of the instruction-mteriaL stimuli.

This,will be a great 4hallenge to the physical educator in
sse'

a gym naturally filled with a multitude of possible,distractors.

The problem of distractibility is very similar to hyperactivity

but usually has no medical basis and may not cut across all
6

aspects of the childa activities. *

Dissociation, Dissociation is the inabilit bb socially, "4

visually, or auditorily perceive things as a whole. 'These

children are sometimes criticized fox displaying poor judgment

when, in fact, they lack the aility to see the whole and

"re'spond only to detail within the whole. The whole-part-whole

method of teaching with as little verbglization as possible

seems to help the child cope. Physical contact, putting arms

around the shoulder, pattinl, and reinforcing cues, can also

help reassure the child in his/her ability to see,the whole.
,

Involvement in partners, games/ and dance will help:the pupils

to,see themselves socially as a whOie,. ',Failure in secifiencing
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,body movemev.ts is.alao alcharacteristic of a child who dissociates.

Physical education offers Many opportunities fA practice in

sequencing, with activities such as dance, gymnastics, game

instruction, and most instruction invskills.

Perseveration. The inability to shift from one idea or activi,ty*

to another is perseveration. ,An-example is the bouncing of

a ball long'after the signal.pfor stopping has been given,

or persistence with a particular fopic of conversation.
- ,

-
Perseveration is seen in physical education when a pupil

refuses to adopt-rules o neweatrategies in a game. To help

minimize this prOblem, the physical educator should sequence

activities in such a.waY that distinctly.different activities

precede and follow each other in formation, starting position,

rule, skflls, and strategies. Games based upon stop-and-go

activities reinforce the ability to make the transition-from'

one activity to ano

Social Imperception. Some children seem to have problems in

maki.ng friends of the same age. The child is unable to recognize

the m6aning and significance of the behav.ior of others, 4d -then
4

'does not realize when one iahbeing made the poinI of a 6oke,
-

angering othera, antagonizing others, or boring another person.

A highly structured program,which indicates the amount of time,

sPace, rules, and who -khe child can interact with, can greatly

cushion the normal give and take of childhood dramapic interaction.

107
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Games of make-believe can:help the,child learn to cope with ,

_ * r.
-

imagination and t'he abstract meanings,that are often apparent
,

in conversation.and jokes. Dance with its inherent concern

for body llnguage, nonverbal"communication4 and opportunity for

socialization is perhaps the greatest help%

/ .
1

ND,

Poor body image. During.develoPment,'a child becomes.aware.

of the body, internalizes perceptions, and develops what is
7

known_as body image. It-is generally a9-reed that cr'aii traits
1

comprise an immature body image': inability.to identify bdy

parts,.to make right-left discrimination Jon onesel& or.others,

aifficulty in distinguishing between male and female bodies and'

lkody proirtions, and.probleMs in matchdng their own somatotype

and body parti with others. Prescription for immature body 0",
4.0 .

,

.

image involves the 4Se of finger games, action songs, dances,
$.

qames, and exercises that-Itefer to body parts. Opportunities

4should be provided for childrento see themselveilin a mirror,

ox videotape, and in moving pictures.

Poor Spatial Orientation. The L.D.ichild has been described

as lost in space. The child loses the way enroute to a destination

and shows confusion when given north-southl.east-west, and right-
,

left directions. The chila will also experience difficulty in '

determining height, length/ width, distance 'ahd'other coordiriates

'of space as well as flgure-ground determination. Problems may

-atise.when the L.D. child crosses the midline,-or tries to ghifir

weight frei-m- side to side. Activities for problems of, laterality,
osON

N

right-left discrimination, and crossing the midline are similar-in
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that al/ pertain to balance, and.the development of-cross-lateral

'movement patterns. Prescriptidh involves the use of balance

,s1Deams and bdards, trampolines, and sideward beam walking. To

aid in figure-ground distinction, all balls, play 'equipment, and

floor patterns should be brightly colored to contrast with the

background. Visual and auditory games which stress the,location

of objects and sounds can help in figure-ground determination

and other coordinates in space.

Clumsiness. The child with learning disabilitie.s is typically

clumsy and has awkward motor responses. There may be as much

as a four-yea± delay in motor skill. There is little correlation

between fine-motor and gross-Motor ability; thus a child may

have a gross-motor or a fine-motor delay. Prescription denotes

a motor development program that entails practice on the specific

skills in which the child is weak.

Emotional-Behavioral Disabilities. The tert "emotional disability"

or "di'StUrbande" refers to.the psychiatrically based Conditions

of psychoses, neuroses, and personality disorders. EduCators

have begun to use the terms "behavioral disabilities" or

"behavioral disorders." to describe the emotionally, disturbed

nd socially maladjusted. 'Behavioral disabilities have been

Feferred to as a deviation from age-appropriate behavio'r which

significantly interferes with the child's own growth and develop-

ment ,and/or the life of others. According tO federal guidelines,

the emotionally disturbed or emotionally disordered child,is

defined as an individual who exhibits. one or mote of the

following characteristics over a long Period of time and to a

.105
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marked degree, which/adversely affect lucational performance:

- 1. An inability to learn which cannot be explained by

intellectual, sensory, or health factors.

f. An inability to build or'maintain satisfactory inter-
-

persofial relationships with peers and teachers.

3. Inappropriate types of behavior or feelings under

normal circumstances.
1'
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4. A general, pervasive mood of unhappiness or depreSsion.

5. A tendency to develop physical symptoms or fears

associated with personal or school problems.

The definition does not include children who are maladjusted;

those reacting to environmental deprivations, unless they are

also seriously disturbed emotionally (French & Jansma).

Behavior Disorders. The American Psychiatric Association lists

eeven categories of childhood and adolescence behavior disorders.

1. Hyperkinetic re'action, which is characterized by over-

activity, reStlessness, distractibility, and short

attention span.

2. Withdrawn reaction, which is a disorder characterized

by seclusiveness, detachment, sensitivity, shyness,

timidity, and general inability to.form close interpersonal,

relationsh*Ds.

3. Overanxious reaction, which is characterized by chronic

anxiety, excessive and unrealistic fears, sleeplessness,

nightmares.

4. Runaway reaction, which is characterized by escape from

threatening situations by running away frpm home.

5. Unsocialized aggression, which is characterized by

11. 0
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overt,Sr covert hostile 'disobedience, quarrelsomeness,

physical and verbal aggressiveness, vengefulness,

and destruc iveness.

6. aroup delinq nt reaction is characterized by t e

(1acquisition of the values and behavior of a delinquent

peer group whose members characteristically steal,

skip,school, stay out late at night,.and cause trouble.

7. Other reactions which are not described in this group

but which are nevertheless more serious than transient

situational disturbances but less serious than psychoses,

neuroses, and-personality disorders.

Sherrill indicates that dance, .sports, and aquatics are

often viewed as good prescriptio or behavior disorders. Team

participation can be meaningful enough that a youngster will

curb unsocial behaviors. The Asical educator can help

aggressive behavior by helping the child express his/her hostile

feelings in a socially acceptable manner. The child must learn

that it is acceptable to take out aggression on things, but

never on persons or animals. Such activities as boxing, wrestling,

or contact sports which place the child against another child
-

are considered emotionally destructive for those who cannot

control their emotions.

The withdrawn and overanxious child should not be forced to

participate in activities which he/she fears or intensely dislikes.

Such activities as tumbling, swimming, and some gymnastic equip-

ment seem to provoke more unfavorable reactions than most.other

physical education activities. Coaxing a child usually will

not heIp the withdrawn or overanxious reaction,-but the gradual
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strengthening of the child s self-confidence and feelings of

self-worth will.

Neurotic disorders. Most individuals have some neuroses which

include such personality'disorders as anxiety, phobias, obsessive

ideas, compulsive rituals, excessive depressionv chronic fatigue,

depersonalization, and hypochondriases. The neurotic tends to

educeithe contactwith reality yet does not have serious
,

. I
..

personality disorganization. 'lle neurotic child s reactions
,

may be inefficient and inadequate, but they are not antisocial
.

n behavior (Sherrilf).
CAP.

Psychotic disorders. A person suffering from psychotic disorders

loses touch' with reality. Where the neurotic tends to ignore

reality, the psychotic denies it. The person builds false concepts

toward reality, exhibiting behavioral responses deemed peculiar,,

abnormal, and antisocial. Oflthe manypsychoses, schizophrenia

is by far the most common. Some of the general symptoms of

schizophrenfa include: moodiness in which the person is given

to sudden changes in states of gloom or -euphori or euphoria

with little or no provocation or association wi h current

events; delusions in which the individual has persistent erroneous

* beliefs; halluclnations in whic4-the individual may react to

a stimulus which-did not'occur; Withdrawal in which the person,

prefers to be secluded and remote from others; and stupor,

where an 'individual retreats from the real world and exhibits

extremely dulled senses. A few of the schizophrenia class are:

1. Paranoid. Showing extremely defensive behavior,

perceiving that he is the object of attention from

112
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many sources, also associated with delusions of grandeur.

2. Catatonic. Denial of reality physically and psyOhologically

either by overactivity or by withdrawing.

3. Hebephrenic. Utilization of the defense mechanism of

regression. The individual reverts to a time when his/

her world was secure. Affective disorders are the

second most common group of p§ychoses. Individuals with

these disorders lose contact with the environment

because of either-extreme depression or elation. The

manic-depressAve psychosis is characterized by alter-

nating moods.

Wolman indicates four basic pr'inciples for working with the

schizophrenic: 1) the graddal reversal of deterioration,

2) constructive'progress, 3) education tOward.reality,

4). directive guidance. As in prescriptive teaching, it is

important to build upon the skill the child already has. It

is essential that the child not feel 'disapproval and not be

criticized. Play is a very important' part of the process of

shifting the child's attention from the inner domain towarq

°the real world. The child may attribute monsterlike qualities

to playground equipment, d the physical educator must help

convince the child of the true nature of the,things. It is

%

important to tell the child the difference between right and

wrong rather than hOping for success by a trial-and-error

method.

Sherrill indicated other methods of working with the

pchizophrenic or overactive child which include:

1) AVoid conflicts which might cause temper tantrums.

2) Distract aggressive behavior by getting the child.

-113



interested in something different.

) 3) When the child is striking or biting another child,

reason with him/her. af.
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4) Do not show confusiqp over or impatience with the child's

. behavior.

5) bo not use threats of physical violence or abandonment.

6) Strucure the activities and environment to avoid bad

% behavior, and reward appropriate behavior.

7) Encourage social interaction with team and individual
.

sports.

8) Structure groups carefully to attain a balance in
4

aggressive and paSive children.

'Depression. Depressed children can be characterized as usually

withdrawn and suffering.a loss of initiative, appetite, and

have difficulty sleeping. They lack a sense of skf-worth,

believplg instead that they are bad 'and should punish phemself.

The d6pressive child will.,have tendencies toward suicide,

truancy, disobedience, or any other self-destructive-behavior.

The first priority of the physical educator is to try to

keep the depressed peison active. Maintain a full sqhedule of

activities even though the child may have no desire to participate

or learn new skills. Learn to recognize and cope with'the anger

which the child,turns inward, 'and try to turn it outward.

Autism. Young children who are psychotic or schizo hrenic are

often called aittiotic. Autism is generally character .zed by

severe problems in communication ancl?,the ability to relate
i

to.
_

people. Specific characteristics include:



1)

2)

(71

Difficulty in speech and language

Withdrawal, apathy, unresponsiveness,
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3) Resistance tochánge
4

4) Disinterest in people and environment

5) Interedt in inanimate objects

6) Hyperactivity (self-seimulatory acts)

-7) Sleeping and eating problems

8) Inappropri te responseto stimuli

9) Apparent.intellectual disorder (French & Jansma; Sherrill)

Because of the severity of the disordert the autistic

P child is not usually handled in the regular school system.

Pro4ram prescription attempts to establish a rapport with the

child. The teacher"may follow the child ,arbund for a long

period before ,contact is made. It is important not to force any7

thing on the child, including the instructor, but to provide a

potentially. positive interaction environment. Again the

instructor should start with the motor skills the ahild already

pcpsesses'and utilizes, such as the manipulation of-objects,

and build upon that. Dance a movement therapy will work with
-

the autistic children who are more advanced and may be mute or

have sever4:' language problems (Sherrill),

Mental Disorders o

The American Association on Mental Deficiency and P.L.94-142

define mental retardation as being: (a) significant subaverage-'

general intellectual functioning, (b) deficits in adaptive

behavior, and (c) originating during the developmental period.

All the criteria must be met before a child can truly be'classified

115
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as mentally retarded (Grossman).

The degree of a child's mental retardation is differentiated

by.levels determined from J.Q. scores. The most cotmon

aassification uses the terms mild, moderate., seVere, and

'profound. The educational classification includes the terms

educable, trainable and custodial.

General Classificati :

Level

Mild

4 --Moderate

Severe

Profound

Binet I.Q,

52 - 67

36 .51

20 35

20

Educational Q94aissification:

Level Relative I.Q.

Educable 50 7 ?5

Trainable 25 49

Custodial 25

The I.O. ranges-should be viewed as Variable limits.

Significaht subaverage general intellectual functioning

refers to low scores on a tandard intellegence quotient test

ThOugh the I.Q. t t determines the classif,i_cation
A

of the levels, the I.Q. tes alone does not determine a mental

handicap. Deficits in adaptive behavior must accompany the
4

low I.Q. performance. Adaptive behaviors inçude areas of_

maturation, learning, and social adjustment; skilas include

Wechsler I.O.

55 69

40 54

25 39

251

. ,
.
self-help (feeding,. dressing, and toileting), communication,

language, math, behavior, and social.

116
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11By'law, the developmental period refers 'to a period from

birth to twenty-two years. A person must be diagnosed as

mentally retarded before the'age of twenty-two. Diagnosis
s

is usually made before'.a child reaches the first grade.

Causes of a mentally handicapping condition cannot always

be determined but will relate either to heredity or the

environMent. Wiser& lists several possible prenatal, perinatal,

_and postnatal caUses of mental retardgtion:

% I. Prenatal

A. Infections

1. German measles (rubella)

2. Malaria

3. Mumps

4. Syphilis

B. Irradiation

C. Drug ingestion

D. Chromosomal anomalies

E. Genetic metabolic anomalies that affect:

1. Nutrition

2. Hypoglycemia

3. Lipidoses

4. Aminoacidurias

II. Perinatal

4 A. Anoxia

B. Hyrioxia

C. Prematurity

D. Trauma



- III. ,Postnatal
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0,
,

, A. Environmental deprivations

1. Maternal

2. FaMilial

3. Social

# 4. Cultural

5. Institutional

B. Hormonal anomalies

C. Infections

D. "Poisons
t:(

E. Trauma

Physical education programming is affected by the level

of retardation and the individual medical classification or

disabilities (Sher:rill). The common psychomotor, cognitive,

and affective characteristics of the levels should be considered

by the educator, but they should gear their instructional

stxategies to the indivIdUal needs (French et,eal).

Retarded children follow the same developmental patterns

as the normal child, but at a slower rate (French et al) .

Physical fitness and motot ability are generally below normal,

increasing as the chronological age increases. Percentage of

success is greater with'skills involving physical ability,

than with skill's°requiring thought and reasoning. Retarded

children function bptter in noncomplicated activities with
7

defined rules and boundaries. Memory and attention are both

weak, and learning is best retained by actually doing the

activity. Transfer and generalization must be taught and
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the vocabulary is limited, requiring the use of few and comton

action'words. The retarded child is often easily frustr5Apd

4
and often has an inadequate self-image. A lack of motivation

and aggressiveness is commonalong with a difficulty.exhibiting

appropriate behavior, and a tendency to be upset by changes
.---*

in routine.

The child also has the same basic needs as the non-handicapped,

andlthe physical educator should view him/her as an individual

(French et al) . The.physiCal educator win find a greater

range gf abilities in the handicapped population' than in the

non-handicapped and thuS must gear his/her instruction to

the individual and not to a group.

The mildly retarded child has a motor aNlity similar to

the normal child's ability (Sherrill). Approximately 89

percent of all mental handicapped persons fall into the mild

category, corisequently the physical educator should find

that most i.etarded students can be successful in regirlar

physical education. The lower-levels of retardation require

an understanding 'of the motor capabilities at each age and

level. Individual differences should be noted with each pupil

e0couraged to achieve optimally.

Mild

if

...Retarded. In height, weight, and motor coordination,

as in motor ability, most mildly retarded children are similar

to their normal peers (Kirk). Sherrill indicates that prescription

includes physical education instruction broken down into small

sequential progressions designed to insure success and progress.

Children at this level should be integrated into the regular
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phlisical education and aOletic program as early as possible.

is extremely important, for most of.:"

life will be of the blue-collar typb,

-Physical education

available in later

104

demanding a high-level of motor skills.ahd fitness.- Life-

time sports and abtivities such as swimming, bowling, golf,
4

6

and skating are a high priority in helping to maintain fitneS

ahd motor .skills and productive use of their leisure time.

These chiidren also tend to lag two to four years behin

-
non-retarded children in physic1 fitness. Those areas i

Which they are behind inslude static strength, dynamic stre9

.explosiv6 strength, flexibility, speed, cardiovascular'endu

and agility. The physical educator should present fitness

activities based on the child's present level of performanp),

and, where time limits the degree of success, jlomework, p

charting, and general fitness instrubtion should be taught:1.

Performance in the motor areas of static balance, dy

balance, body perception, gross agility, locomotor agilit

throwing, and tracking are usually inferior to that of non,

handicapped peers. The instructor should systematically

instruction in the deficit areas of motor skills and off

motor activities that complement the instruction.

Physical education instruction should begeared t

developmental age level to-ensure understanding and suc
P

The social and communication 4ills associated-with an

activity can usually be learned, but the bkild may neeq,pelp

learning to deal with streSs and frustration situations6;pecific
,

to the aptivity.
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Expectations of the instruZtor may dictate the succAs

of,the class. By stressing ability rather than disability in

teaching physical educatibp the child can expect achievement. ,

The mildly retarded child.is more like than unlike the normal,

chlid in all areas of development, but particularly in the

psychomotor area (French et al) .

Moderately Retarded. In planning physical education activities
,

for,the lower functioning children, social and mental age

become mote important than chronologiCal age. A moderately

retarded child's mental age is the product of chronological.

C.A. x I.Q.
age and I.Q. (M.A= ). Social maturity, mental age,

100

chronological age, and I.Q. will aid the teacher in selection

of appropriate games and activities.

The moderately retarded child tends to be less fit, over-

weight, and less motor,profi)cient than the normal or the Mildly
14123

retarded peers. Directions must be as simple as possible,

using a minimum of words, rePeatinggthem if necessary. The

child may have a low tolerance for ftustration, which can

lead to aggressive behavior, and instruction in dealing with "

stress and using approprj_ate outlets should be emphasized.

(French et al) .

In the moderately handicapped group, the instructor will

also start to see physical handicaps along with the mental \,

and must' learn to deal with the mul iple situations.

Itown's Syndrome. Children with Down's Syndrome (Trisomy 21)

represent a rather large and obvious portion of the moderately
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4
retarded population. cñldren have 47 chromosomes in each

cell rather than the normal 46. This extra chromosome is in'

the twenty-first chromosomal, pair. There are three'dIfferent.
0 4

typs of Down's Syndrome,: (a) Standard trisomy, (b) translo-
N

(c) mosaicism. Children with Diown's Syn4rome-are'so

different from other retarded'individuals thdt the physical

educatOr should be aware o their'characteristice.

All of the systeMs of the body show deficiencies in

development.% Physical growth is slow and stops altogether

at an early age. Few will exceed 1 height of five feet.

Almond-shap d, slanted:eyes which are often close-set, a
i

flattening o 'the bridge'of the nose, a large :tongue, and

congenital heart disorders are common characteristics. Other
-

common traits which misht be associated are muscular weaknes8,

dorsolumbdr kyphosis, dislocated hips, funnel-shaped.or pj_geon-
.

breasted chest, clup'feet, lax ligaments, looseness of the

joints, body-pronated feet, crculatory defects and high

susceptibility tO respiratory infection.

Children with Dio-wn's Syndrome are especially deficient on
4

r-
-nonvisual tasks whi h recatiire the interpretation of tav,tile

and kinesthetic sensation. Vision may be impaired by strabismus,

MYopia, and asti atism, as a result balance is often the

perceptual-mptor area most deficient.

As indicated a large portion of these children fall into

the moderately,retarded category. Social maturity of the

Down's Syndrome child is consistently greater than their I.Q.

would lead one to expect. They are often-described as affectionate,
,
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relaxed', and friendly. A typical child is mannerly, responsible,
*

coóperative, scrupulous, cheerful, but may be resistant to

change (Sherrill).

Arthritis

Output Disorders CPhysical)

r
Arthritis is a condition in which .the joints of the body'

inflame, causing pain, swelling/ and stiffness. It can occur

at virtually any age. Rheumgtoid arthritis is the type of

arthritis which most ibpairs school age children. The juvenile

rheumatoid arthritis has three different forms:

1) Polyarticular rheumatoid arthritis - mord than one-half

of the children afflicted with arthritis have this

type, which causes joint inflamation and interferes

with growth. As the condition worsens, the joints

become stiff and their range of motion decreases.

2) Systemic rheumappid arthritis - which is the least

common form of arthritis in children. This form is

preceded by a rash, high fever, and joint sokeness.

.These symptoms may appear a month or two before the

arthritis.

3) Pauciarticular rheumatoid arthritis this form of

arthritis first appears in only a few specific joints.

It may be contained to these joints or gradually

spread to others.

Osteoarthritis is a degenerative joint disease that is

associated with the wear and tear
)
on weight-bearing joints.

This't pe of arthritis, although associateq *with_ aging, has- been
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found in increasing numbers of young people. Unlike juvenile

rheumatoid arthritis, which some children will grow out of,

osteoarthritis can oniy become worse.

Physical educators who work with arthritic children need

to consult the child's doctor to provide the appropriate .

program. "The program objectives usually are: 1) preventing

,deformity, 2) preventing atrophy, and 3) maintaining normal

range of motion in the joints" (OhioiDepartment of Edtcation

report). Teachers program arthtitic students into aCtivities

that do not traumatize the'joints of the childN(such as contact

sports). ActivitieS that are suggested for children with

,arthritis include rhythmic stretching, aquatic activities,

and some forms of' dance. Arthritic children may wear braces

to prevent contractUres, so some modification of activities

may be necessary to faciliate maximum participation by the

,student.

Cerebral Palsy

Cerebrarpalsy (CP) is a non-progressiVe lesion of the

central nervous system which causes motor impairment. A child

with CP can be normal in all'areas except motor ability, but

CP can also tle associated with mental retardation, sensory,

impairment, speech defects and perceptual deficits. There are

six neuromotor classifications of cerebral palsy: 1) spastic,

2) athetoid, 3) ataxia, 4) rigid, 5) tremor, and 6) mixed.

Spastic cerebral palsy is the most'common form of CP,

affecting about 40 to 60,percent of the CP population. The

sgastic child moves in a jerky manner, which is dominated by

one muscle group. This type of involvement is characterized 1

t. 124
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by stiff and contracted muscles in the extremities, exaggerated

stretch reflexes, hyperactive deep-tendon reflexes, inward

rotation of the legs, and a scissors gate. The exaggerated

stretch reflexes cause the child to have vigorous contractions
t

as a response to muscle stimulation. If the contractions

continue over a period of time, muscles can shorten, causing

bone deformities:

Athetoid CP is the second most common forp, which is

characterized hy uncontrolled and involuntary movements. The

athetoid is unable to produce the movement he desires and his

posture is often a problem. "Specifically, there are three

kinds of movement seen in an athetoid child, who tends ts be

affected in all four limbs.

1) intermittent muscular spasms - occur in a predictable pattern

and are triggered by changes of head position due to the tonic

labyrinthine reflexes.

2) moving spasms - the limbs may alternate in pronation and

supination often in a rhythmic nature.

3) brief localized contractions - can appear in all muscle

groups. They may appear as minor twitches" (Cratty, pp. 27, 28).

The third most common form of CP is Ataxta. Ataxia is

a form of CP ch.aracterized by poor balance and little kinesthetic

awareness. Children with ataxia have poor muscle tone, and

walking or standing will be difficult: Fine-muscle control #

will be affected due to lack of coordination. There may be

cases of mild undiagnosed ataxia in some school-age children

often referred to as clumsy.

Rigid CP is characterized by a lack of the stretch reflex,

125
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involuntary motion, muscle elasticity, and greater resistance

to slow rather than rapid motion. The child may be in a fixed

,position or have a small degree.of movement. Rigidity is

sometimes thought of as a severe form of spasticity.

Tremor is a form of CP cHaracteriZed by uncontrolled

involuntary moiiement. These movements may be rhythmic or

alternating in nature. A person afflicted with tremor CP

will be more successful at a gross-motor tasks than fine-motor

tasks. When no one CP type dominates, the condition is described

as mixed. In the past few years however, this term has been

used less and less.

When working with a CP child in a physical education class,

the instructor must consider the type of CP the child has

and to what extent the child is involved. "The spastià needs

gait training and range-of-motion exercise. The athetoid

needs relaxation training to facilitate muscular control.

The ataxic needs a great deal of perceptual activities,

particularly in terms of balance" (Ohio report).

Muscular rehabilitation and social development are two

basic areas of programming for CP students. rf the child is

under the care of a physical therapist (PT), the physical

educator should work with the therapist and familiarize himself/

-herself with the PT program. The physical therapist can also

recommend certain types of activities for CP child.

,Physical activities that are emotionally or highly arousing

should be avoided when programming for CP students because the

excitement is likely to make movement more difficult for them
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to control. "Most importantly teachers should attempt to

avoid activities that involve movements and efforts opposite

to those that are useful to the children" (Cratty, p. 319).

By considering the child's involvement and consulting the

child's PT and doctor, ephysical educator oan.design activities

to help the child with body image, speech, muscle control, etc.

Cardiac Disabilities

There are two major types of heart disabilitie in children:

those that need correction at birth and cardiovascular disorders

that are acquired after birth. Congenital heart diseases

(at birth) are by far more prevalent than the acquired forms

in children.

Congenital Heart Defects. Congenital heart defects 4re mal-

functions of the heart due-to heart's or major blood vessels'

failure to mature. "More than half of the congenital heart

disorders are caused by: 1) ventricular'septaY.defects,

2) patent ductus arteriosis, and 3),Tetralogy of Fallot"

(Seaman et al) . Many of these conditions:can now be completely

or partially repaired by surgery.

A child with a ventricular septal defect is born with an

opening in the muscular wall separating the two ventricles.

This type of disorder will affect pulmonary circulation. Tpe

chiid described as having a heart murmur if the opening

is small. If the opening is larger and not surgically corrected,

it may result in heart enlargement and the child may be slow in

growth and development. In more extreme cases if thè defect in

the heart wall is-too large, heart failure may occur.

<,
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Patent ductus arteriosus occurs in children when the duct

between the pulmonary artery and the aort'a fails to close or

the closure is incomplete at birth. This dubt is used for

fetal circulation and should close pe anently in a few weeks -

after birth. When this duct fails to close, it places an

undue stress on the heart, since some of theOalood that is4

pumped is going directly back into the aorta prior to movement

to the lung's. This condition ma
111.
4.9 corrected with surgery

and in such instances should not preSent a problem in the

physical edtcation class.
A

A condition known as Tetralogy of.Fallot is caused by a

combination of four heart abnormalities. These abnormalities

are 1) ventricular.septaldefect, 2) pulmonary stenosis, A

3) enlarged right ventricle and 4) overriding of the aorta.

As a result of this condition, poorly oxygenated blood is

circulated through the body which may cause a "blue baby"
1

(cyanosis). Tetralogy of Fallot usually cannot be completely

coerected, although some correction can be made improving the

child's overall condition

There are Many other congenital heart defects,that make

up the other 50 percent of the cases, although rne of these

is as prominent as the three conditions mentioned above.,
I

A

.examples of other heart conditions are: 1) coarctation of the

aorta in which there is a narrowing or constriction of the

aorta, 2) Atrial septal defect - an opening in the wall between

the left and right atria similar to ventricular septa:I:defect,

3) aortic stenosis, a congenital obstruction,caused by deformity

2 S.
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of the aortic valve, and 4) pulmonary stenosis, similar to

,aort4c stenosis but it is the 'pulmonary val,ve that is obstructed.

Physical educators when working with cardiac patients

should develop an individualized prograin for each student

depending on the severity of his condition. The instructor

should work closely with the child's parents and doctor so

that the program meets the child's needs and is not detrkmental

to the child's health. Some
r
children will need to be closely

monitored and refrain from participation in yigorous activities.

Many heart patients can .Rerticipate in leisure activities

such as ping pong, cards, archery, etc.. Aquatics and othelI

less taxing sports can be participated in as.long as the activity

is taken slowly and easily. Students should be allowed to

participate in as much as possible and over protection should

be guarded again t. Activities should be developed.upon the

advice of doctor and parents. During class, observe to determine
0

when the child becomes overtaxed in any activity.

Rheumatic Heart Disease. Ten percent of thode people with
4

cases of rheumatic fever develop rheumatic heart disease.

.

This didease often causes damages to the heart and circulgtory

systei. Because of the damage done by the disease, a child'

JUT'
activity level may be restricted. The physical education

teacher should coritact the child's doctor and proceed wi,th a

program only after working with the doctor to obtain advice and

recommendations.
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The following are some suggested activities for cardiac patients depending upon their

restrictions. But as stated before, all activAties should be approved by their doctor.

"CLASS II (MODgRATE RESTRICTION) CLASS III (MARKED RESTRICTION).'

Sports I Games k Other Activities Sports Games Other Activities

Softball Dodge Ball Hiking Archery Coquet Walking

Table Tennis Busy Bee Swimming Horseshoes Hopscotch Fihing

Tennis Run,Rabbit-Run Backpacking Shuffleboald Steal the Bacon Social Dancing
(slow)

Badminton Brownies and Bicycling Bowling Duck Duck Goose Square Dancing
Fairies (walk)

Fencing Canoeing Golf 41ed Rover .Salling (little
effort)

Handball Skating Red Light

Racietball Stunts and Drop the
Tumbling Handkerchief

Squash Relays

(Winnick, p. 39'7)"
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Asthma

Asthma is a chronic respiratory/disease chacterized by

breathing difficulty and wh ezing interfering with normal

space air flOw in and ou f the lungs. During* asthma.

attack there will be sp sms of the bronchial tubes, swelling of'

the'lining of the bronchial tubes, and excepsive secretion

of mucus. Most victims of asthma are under the a!e of fifteen.

"It is estimated that asthma causes the largest nUmber of

days lost by school children due to absence" (Craty, p. 372).

Asthma is clgssified-into two different types: allergic

and dermal respiratory asthma. .Allergic asthma enerally

develops later in life after childhood and is as ociated with

,a history of allergie`s Attacks of allergic\ ast1ima are triggered

by somp substance, usually airborne, that to whi h the person

allergic. Air.pollution, dust, and pollens are some of

the common 4ubstances that might percipitate an'attack. '

Allergic asthma can be treated by trying to remOve the cause

of the allergic-reaction. 4

respiraory asthma usually developed in early

_childhood. This type of asthma is triggered by such non-

specific factors as fatigue, infections, medibines, and

emotional trauma. Mood and" behavorial changeS may precede

h attack, although symptoms and changes*will vary from

chi to child. This type of asthma is harder to treat thank

allergic asthma.

Many doctors recommend exercises for the asenatic, so it

is"the physical educator's responsibility tb be lamiliar with
4
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the conditions of asthma and to be able to prescribe appropriate

activities. The instructor needs to be aware of their students
4

who are asthmatic. They also need information about the

asthmatic chilesuch as the type of asthma, the 'fabtors that

trigger attacks, and the frequency of attacks. The following

is a list of suggestions by Cratty for adjustments that migh-e

be made in a physical education program for an asthAtic child.

"1. provide game situations that are not likely to raise

emotZonal levels so high that they might cause exmssexcite-
,

ment, frustration, elation, or aggression.

2. provide children with ample opporunities to obtain

room temperature fluids during activity periods.

3. provide places in which an overly tense or anxious

asthmatic child may relax.

4. supply the child with the,oppo unity for frequent

nose blowing.

5. provide a dust-free environment (clean, air-conditioned

gym).

6. establish specific goals,related to improving efficiencl,

in breathing as welltas work accomplished moderately

strenuous physical activities.

7. introduce relaxation exercises at any point when

children'seem to bring abOut 4n attack.

8. prevent if possible sudden alterationg in body

temperalure als asthmatic child works out,

9. encourage the child to listen to their bday signs

and subtle-changis indicating an,attack.

00
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10. teach the asthmaac child deep breathing exercis'es"

(ipp. 376 378)

Cystic Fibrosis

Cystic fibrosis is a childhood disease which is-inherited

and causes chronic respiratory and digestive problems': , The

exocrine glands gecrete abnormally thick and sticky =ans.'

This mucus then clogs the lungs, Liver and pancreas,. Mucus

in the bronchial tubes makes breathing difficult, apd the child

develops a chronic cough. Blo age Of the pancreas by mucus

results in frdquent bowel movem with a loss of calories

through elimination. An excessive amount of salt is also
A t

lost through perspiration and saliva. "Like asthmatics, the

child with"cystic fibrosis finds it easier to inhale as the

bronchial tubes dilate than to exhale, an action that makes the

clogged bronchial tubes even smaller and more restricted" "I

(Cratty, p. 385).

Physical-educators should be aware of a child's shlt

loss during activity. Salt in the form of tablets may have

to be given, especially in warm weather. The stamina of a

child with cystic fibrosis may be somewhat less than their

peers', so some activities may need to be adapted to lessen

the intensi:ty of movement needeN, d. The teacher should note that

the child will also have to cough to clear the lungs and use

the bathroom more frequently than the other children. ,

Hypertension

Although infrequent; more signs of hypertension are being

seen in children todaylthan ever before. The normal blood
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pressure values for a child during adolescence are 95-110

systo4c ands65-80 diastolic. ''When blood-pr-essure is high

but fairly constant and.there is no immediate danger, the

hypertension is described as benign, but when it is rapidly

progr'essive and dangerous it is termed malignant"

(Goldenson p. 407). Specific causes of hypertension are

unknown, although it is thought to be related to heredity and

in chiadren is often the result of kidney Or4endocrine disease.

If physical educators have a hypertensive4hild in their

physical education class, they should consult the child's

doctor for recommendations-on the type and amount of activity

the child should have. The physician can also inform the

teacher if the'child has ren placed on any drugs.

Muscular Dystrophy

Muscular dystrophy (AD) is.,a general term used to classify

a group ofi.inherited chronic diseases characterized by pro-

gressive degeneration of skeletal or voluntary musàles. The

causesiipmuscular dystrophy are still not known. Muscle

fibers. progressively.degenerate and fat cells develop between

muscle tissue. The most common form of MD is genetically
2

related and is sex-linked, with the female as the carrier. The
0

number of boys afflicted with MD is 'five 'times the number of

girls with, MD. There are three common types.of muscular

dystrophy, which are Duchenne, facio-sc4oular.-humeral, and

juvenile muscular dystrophy.

Duchenne MD is the most severe and common type of MD. /

Its.onset is usually in early childhood; and the earlier the
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onset the more severe the condition will be, resulting in a

Ortenedtexpected lifespan. Children with Duchenne MD often t
# 0

do notolive past the teenage years. Muscular dystrophy of

this type is usually fikst seen as cllimsiness or slow develop-

ment. Some symptoms that are often seen are 1) immature gait,

2) tendency to fall frequently, 3) difficulty in vigorous

activities (except running), 4) hypertrophy of calf muscles,

and 5) gower's sign child won't use abdominal muscles to

rise from a supine position; instead, the child will roll

over onto the stomach and walk up with his/her hands. A child,

also develops contracture81', and as the-disease,progresses,

the child will be confined to a wheelchAt or bed, With the

contractures becoming worse.

According to the Muscular Dystrophy Associatlion, MD

lgoes through 8 different stages. The stages are:

1. walks with mild waddling gait

2. walfpwith moderate waddling gait; needs assistance

up stairs

3. walks with moderately severe waddling gait; cannot get

up stairs

4. walks with severe' waddling gait; cannot rise from a

chair. "At this 'stage the child should be encouraged

eto be as active as possible and not placed in a

wheelchdir too soon" (Cratty p. 349).

5. child is relatively independent in a wheelchair

6. ,child moves in wheelchair but needs help in some

--wheelchair activities

.4 136
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7. wheelchair is_used with b1.ck support; child can roll
1

°chair only a short distan e

a. child is a bej patient who needs assistance for daily

living.

Facid-scapular-huileral MD is'the.most common form o

MD in adults, althoughiit usudlly begins in adolescence. This

form of MD is not as severe as Duchenne MD, and the victim'd

life expectancy more c osely approaches normal. This disease

can also go into remissOn at any time. Characteristic of

facio-scapulo-humeral M1 are:, 1) progressive weakness of the

eshoulder muscles,'2) pro ressive weakness of the facial

muscles, 3) usual involv ent of just the upper body but may

have a waddling gait, an 4) some respiratory infection

problems. This form of M occurs in both males and females.

Juvenile MD onset is\usually from 10-20 years of age.'

It also occurs in males an0 females equally. The first symptoms

are seen as weakness in th _Ooulder muscles, but involvement

will spread to both the upper and lower extremities. As in

Ducherne MD, the life expe

1progreSses.

)

Children with'MD,especial±Y in. the early stages be

tancy is lowered as the disease

in physical education classes. The physical educator should

encourage the child to participate in whatever .activities he/

she can. "Most helpful is to give such children 1) recreational
.

activities that may be participated in in a passive fashion...

2) stretching and deep breathing,exercises of various kinds"

(Crafty, p. 349).

Regardless Of the sevesity, the child should-he involved
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to a maximum extent in the class. The child can serve as an

.umpire or a scorekeeper when the time comes that he/she cannot

compete. It is also important for the physical educator'to

have a strength maintenance program for the child to use every

day to slow the progressive loss of muscular strength.

Sickle-Cell Anemia

Sickle-Cell anemia is an inherited blood disease that is

caused by defective hemoglobin-fprming genes. In sickle-cell

anemia, the amount of oxygen in the iron lessens because of

the sickle hemoglobin. The red blood cells then become less

flexible, long, and rigid. These cells do not live as lohg

as normal'red blood cells. So they 'dverload the liver with

their deterioration and reduce the amount of hemoglobin available.

Some patients may experience an aplastic crisis in which

the formation of new red blood cells stops. The person then .

needs,medical attention. The symptoms of this condition are:

wegkness, general fatigue, sudden rise in heart rate 'and
-

fainting, The physical educator may be in a position to notice

these,possible changes before parents or other teachers.

Children with this disease should engage in only moderate

activities. This should be taken into consideration. when

'planning the physical education program. Games in which:

children are required to hold their breath and in which their

skin may become overheated should be avoided.

Seizure'Disorders

Epilepsy. Epilepsy is a sudden transient disturbance in the

brain characterized by seizure Epilepsy is not a disease,
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and its exact etiology is usually unknown. Physical educators

should be cautious when such students participate in any

contact sports in which head injuries might4occur'. 'Situations

where the student could fall from a height, or be asked to

dwial underwater, holding his breath, could percipitate a

Seizure or create a hazardous environmnt and should be avoided.

Epilepsy'has four common forms of, seizures, these being:

1) petit mal, 2) grand mal, 3) Jacksonian, and 4) psychomotor.

A seizure will occur after an abnormal discharge of electr,ical

energy in the brain. Grand mal and Jacksonian seizures

account for approximately 50 percent of all seizures. Thtere

are many factors that might cause epileptic seizures; the

following is a list of such factors that teachers should be

aware of:

1. hyperventilation

2. chronic head trauma

3. changes in the alkaline-acid balance of blood

4. biochemical-changes occuring during menstruation

5. excessive intake of alcohol

6. qmotional stress
. r

7. excessive sensory stimulation

Many epileptics can control'their sdizures through the use of

drugs such as dilantin and phenobarbitol.

Petit mal seizures'are characterized by a moMentary

stoppage of movement accompanied by a stare; often the eyelids

flicker. Seizures usually don't last more,than 10-15 seconds,

and teachers often assume that the Student is daydreaming.

4!
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An epileptic can have a varying number of seizures, depending on

what factors cause the specific seizure. If physical educators

are aware that one of their'students has petit mal seizures,

they should keep a close watch on the child, because seizures

can occur at any time, even when the child is involved in an

activity that requires their attention.

Grand mal seizures are characterized by the child's

losing consciousness and posture. During the seizure, the

student passes through four stages: 1) they experience a

warning "aura." :Many epilept(cs often have a warning before

their seizures, such as hearing bells, strange taste or smell,

seeing lights, etc. 2) the tonic phase is (characterized by the

student's forcibly expelling air; muscles and body become

stiff, 3) in the clonic stage, the body begins to jerk,

4) during the final stage sleep. At the end of the fina

stage, the child may awaken dazed and with no memory of he

seizure. The seizure itself usually lasts only a few minutes,

but.the child may sleep for several hours afterward.

Jacksonian seizures resemble grand mal seizures. They

are progressive seizures with a momentary lack of consciousnegs:

During th,is type of seizure, small muscle tremors will occur

on one side of the body and may spread to the other side.

Jacksonian epilepsy does not have an aura preceding the seizure.

Psychomotor seizures are characte'rized by short changes

in behavior. .The child, as in)Many of the other seizures,

may be unaware of the changes. They may appeax to*be in

hysterics, sleepwalk, or chatter incoherently. Whatever behavior
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is exhibited by the child, it is involuntary and often apPears

to be .inappropriate.

Physical educators should be informed if any of their

students have seizure di'Sorders. In class, the child should

be treated the same as any,other student. One of the biggest

problems is their self-image. ,They often encounter social

embarrassment from having a.seizure in. front Of their peers.

It is helpful to explain the seizilres to the class to help them

understand the seizure and accept theipelassmate.

Children with seizure disorders should be allowed to

participate in strenuous activities, but the physical educ ion

teacher should be aware of the fectors which may percip tate

a seizure and the possibilityof a seizure's,occurance.

Students who have an aura before their seizures should be

instructed to always inform the teacher when they are having
4

the aura. This will enable both the student and the teacher to

prepare for,the seizure. When a seizure does occur,jiowell

suggests the following:

"1. Keep calm.
A

2. Do not try to restrain the person.

3. Clear the area around the person to prevent self-injury.

4. Try not to interfere with movements in any way.

5. Do not force anything between theeteeth.

6. It is usually not necessay to call a doctor unless

the attack is followed by anbther seizure.

7. Treat tile incident in a calm, matter-of-fact way."
4

(p. 386)
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During a class, try and keep the student from becoming overly

emotional. Use extreme care when involving such children

in aquatic activities or climbing. Seizurwin these

circumstances seriously increase the posS'ibility of related

dangers

Diabetes. Juvenile diabetes is the most common form of diabetes

and usually has its onset very early in life. Diabetes is

an inherited metabolic disturbance in which the pancreas

does not provide enough insulin. Insulin is needed in the

bloodstream to speed the transport of glucose into cells for

oxidation (energy source for the muscles). Without insulin,

the body loses glucose'and water. Diabetes in children arises

quic 4, and if not diagnosed and treatec1'can cause death.

'The condition can be controlled through diet, exercise,

and dosage of insulin. There must be a well"controlled balance

between the three factors. Juvenile diabetes usually cannot

be treated with oral dosages of insulin as with the condition

in adults. The amount of insulin taken is very important.and

must be closely monitored. Too much insulin can cause insulin

shock (blood sugar level is too low), and the symptoms are'

headaches, dizziness, blurred vision, muscle weakness, nairsea,

sweating and rapid heartbeat. If reaction'is not treated, the

person can lapse into a coma and death can result. Insuli

shock can be caused by too much exercise, an excessive dose o

insulin, and skippiro eals. This condition is* an emergency

c .

and should be treate umA i ediately. To treat insulin shock,,

give the child sugar or something containing high amounts of
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sugar, preferably sweeten d fruit juiCill or candy. The sugar

should be induced into th child's body as rapidly as possible.

Physical educators should always keep some type of sugar on

%

hand in the gym to admini ter to students should they .develop

insulin shock.

While insulin shock

coma comes on over-a long

of too little insulin in

s an immediate situation, a diabetic

period of time. It is a result

he bloodstream. This condition can

be caused by an infection,rbvereating, Or emotional stress.

Symptoms include extreme t4irst, loss of appetite, nausea,

cramping, and blurring of'vision. If the condition is not

treated, serious complications may arise although this series

of symptoms requires t to gradually build up. Children'in
A

a diabetic coma require medi aldattention so that their insulin

ibtake can be regulated and eturned to satisfactory level.

Exercise for most diab tics is not restricted. The

exception to this would be n situations where insulin dosage

has not yet been-controlle or by orders from their doctor

not to exercise. Exercise does, however, act similarly to

inSulin by using glucose. This lowers blood sugar levels and.,

can result in insulin shoOk unless the sugar is rePlaced. This

situation is controlled 1::( allowing,a diabetic student to have
4

a snack, therefore replading the sugar, after exercise, if

needed. Exercise when used wisely and under the directions of

a doctor can help the diabetic control insulin levels as well

as the secondary problem of obesity. Excess fatigue after

exercise and the duration of highly competitive games should

be controlled. T1 educators should obgefVe the child
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for signs of insulin shock during exercise while being aware

of the health status of the students since such things as

infections require more insulin and affect the child's physical

limitations.

Orthopedically Impaired

According to P.L. 94-142, "orthopedically impaired means

a severe orthopedic impairment which adversely affects a child's

educatiOnal performance. The term includes impairments caused

by congenital anomaly, impairments caused by disease, and
b

impairments from other ori4ins" (Federal Register 42-163).

Amputations. An amputation is the removal or absence of all

or partey an extremity. Amputations can be either congenital

or acquired. A congenital amputee was born eith all or part

of a limb missing, while an acquired amputee lost all or part

of a limb as a result of an accident or surgerye 11 amputations

are classified by the site and level of absence.

Amputations are treated 'hrough the use of prosthetic

devices to enable the amputee to function as normally as

possible. "It is usually found that early attachment of a

false limb will encourage infants and-children to incorporate

the appendage into-the body schema more readily than would the

later introduction of the device" (Cratty, p 50). Exercise

is an important part of a patient's program when he/she is .

being fitted'for a prosthetic device. It helps strengthen the

muscles-iii the stump and mobilize the joints for better use

of the prosthetic. Oride fitted with the prosthetic, the amp4tee
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must be taught how to use it and must;practice with it.

Prosthetic devices will vary depending upon what typ of

function is desired.

How involved in physical activityamputeean be ome

depends ugo,n the degree of amputaion and how efficien they

are with their prosthetic. Many amputeessare not limi ed in

their activities, participating in swimming, skiing an other

vigorodesports. 4ost amputees know what compensation work

for them. Physical educators should be aware of these compen-

sations so they are better able to adapt games for the needs

of the amputee, if necessary. Amputees should also be encouraged

to participate in activities related to lifetime spor s because

- of the tendency to become sedentary and obese.

New or younger amputees particularly need oPPortnityes

to develop orlrenhance their gross-and fine-motor ski4s.

Physical educators can design their Program so thatt ey can
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work on these skills. An upper-extremity amputee nee s to

work on catching, throwing and,striking skills, while the loWerz

extremity amputee should work on walking and balance.

Most games 'can be adapted in some way to a ommod te

such children and the modification will depend upon th type
,

of amputation the child has. Some games,mayneed litt e or

no changes at all, while others may just require a spe ial piece

of equipment. "Although children are encouraged to tr, as many

activities as possible, it is also recommended that th y

concentrate on two or three so that they Will develop the

skills for successful participation during theirAadul years",
C'

(Winnick, p. 372).
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Spina Bifida. Spina bifida is a congenital defect due.to th)

failure of one or more neural arches of the spinal veftebrae

to completely clOse during development, through this opening

contents of the spinal cord may protrude. The degree of damage.

and paralysis depends upon the Iodation and type of defect.

There are three general levels of spina bifida: 1. Spina

bifida occulta, 2. meningoceIe, and 3. meningomylocele.

Spina bifida occulta is the,least severe form of spina
0

bifida, in which the back arohes of the vertebrae fail to form.

Thece is no protrusion of the-meninges (coverings of the spinal

cord) or spinal cord. In its mildest form it may go undetected.

Th defect may only be covered by skin and be characterized
0

by a tuft of hair. ,More serious forms of spina.bifida occulta

exhibit postural deviations, muscle weakness, and mild deformities

of the lower extremities.

In 'the spina bifida meningocele, the back arches of the

vertebrae also fail to form, and the vering of the spinal

cord (meninges) protrudes, formin a sac. This sac is filled

with the spinal fluid an is covered by the skin and subcutaneous

tissue. The spinal cord and nerve rods remain in their normal

position. Care must be taken not to rupture the sac and to

avoid infectioniTA sac is usually removed surgically,

and the degree of impairment is directly related to the amount

. of neural tissue involvement..

Neffingomylocele is the severe form of spina bifida. It

is characterized by the failure of the verteb to form and

the protruding sac, but contained within the sac is also portions
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of the spinal cogand nerve roots. This form is also often

surgically closed but does usually result in paralysis, from

the point of the defect down. A defect at or above thoracid

vertebrae 12 will result in paralysis of the trunk and lower

extremities. A defect at or above the 3rdcor 4th lumbar vertebrae
\

will result in paralysis of part of the/hips, thigh, and all.

of the lower extremities. This tyipe of spi4a bifida is

generily associated with and complicated by\hydrocephalacy,

.,-and mental retardation.

Hydrocephalus is a condition in which ex est cerebral

spinal fluid collectt in the ventricles of the brain. This

enlarges the brain causing compression of brain\ cells, which

can lead to retardation'and seizures. Hydrocepalus is treate4\
a

by draining the excess fluid through shunts (tub ) placed

between the brairf's ventxicles and in the jugular vein of

'the neck.

Most severe spina bifida children will be con ined to a

wheelchair or use braces and crutches for limited anbulatory

movement. Physical activity is important to streng hen weak

muscles while maintaining movement in unaffected bod parts,

also enhancing the mobility of the child. The choic of

physical activities depends upon'how involved the p r lysis

of the 'child is. Those children confined to wheelcha rs

will participate in games and actixities slightly,diffrent

from the games and activities of those children who haVe some
0

ability to Walk, ,.±1

In addition to spina bind children,,who are post-polio

and who have cord-lesioas a result of some trauma will have
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a physical education program similar to other orthopedidally

iipaired student. Most of these children usually will be in

a physical education class after the disease or injury and

rehabilitation have ready been started or completed. The

objectives of their physical education classes will be prevention

of obesity, improved'muscular strength, and recreational

activities.

There are Many es and activities that can be adapted

k
for the participation of those students in wheelchaiis and

with braceg or On crutches. Through use of-games analysis,

4,1

the teacher can adapt Aft7 game to the needs ok her/his

orthopedically impaired students. The orthopedically, handic'apped;,

should be mainstreamed into regular physical education classes

to give them the opportunity to interact with their peers.

For working with the orthopedically impaired Seaman

and DePaul sUggests the following:

"1. obtain periodic medical approval.

2. obtain medical recommendations, especially after

surgery or-illness

3. 'be Aware that handicapped requires more individual

and haza'rd-free space for activity.

4. provide frequent periods of rest for those who have

limited,endurance.
4

5; be aware of the dangers,pf twisting, bending, falling

and lifting.

6. teach how to fall correctly*from crutches, wheelchirs,

or unsupported positions.

148
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7. substitute sitting or -lying ilositions for standing

positions when necessary.

8. lige lightpr-weight equipment when necessary."

(pp. 344 - 345)
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California State Polyte nic University of Pomona
Pomona, California 9176 sr'

Dance

In-service'Training in Physical Education
Training Physical Education and Recreation Personnel to Implement

Programs for PreschOol Handicapped Children
Karen Littman
804 D Street, U.E.
Washington, D.C. 20002

Project Mobilitee
Hopewell Special Education Regional Resource Center
5799 West New Market Road
Hillsboro, Ohio 45133

Development of Adapted Physic(l Education Programs

a

A chool-based In-service Delivery System for Leadership Training
in Physical Education for Handicapped Children in Regular
Education

Dr. J. A. Wessel
134 IM Circle Building
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan 48824

Model of Physical Education Curriculum Dissemination for the
Moderately Retarded

Dr. James L. Ballinger
Dep't. of Health and Physical Education
24 Rothwell
Columbia, Missouri 65201

The Adapted Physical Education Project: Statewide Training
Model to Assist Educators in Developing-Implementing
Physical Education Programs for the Handicapped

Dr, Don Putten
Center for Developmentally. Disabled
Division of Training, University of South Dakota
Vermillion, South Dakota 57069
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Project PELRA: Training of Personnel to Provide Ph sical
Education in the,Least Restrictive Environment

Dr. John Dunn
202 WB
Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon 97331

Physical Education, Recreation and Sports Skills integration
of Handicapped Children and Youth Facilitato In-service
iThaining Protocol

Dr. Thomas Songster
Special Olympics, Inc.
1701 K St., N.W.

-)
Suite 203
Washington, D.C. 20006 C

In-service Training of Special Education and Re ular Education
Teachers to Work with Handicapped Children
41 Wanda Jean Rainbolt

Department of Physical Education and R creLon
Western Kentucky iiversity
Bowling Green, KY 2101

Project DART
Dr. Ernie Bundschuh
University Of Georgia
Athens, Georeyia 30602

Project Infuse
Department of Physical Education an Recreation
Box 354
University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80309

PAG - Handicapped Physical Education and R creation Training
Dr. Claudine Sherrill
P.O. Box 23717, TWV Station
Texas Women's University
Denton, Texas 76204

In-Service Training for Physical Educato s and Special Educa-
tors in Physical Education for the ever,ly Handicapped

Dr. John Dunn
Department of Physical Educatio 202 WB -

Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon 97331

ge,ct OUTREACH: Special Physical'Ed cation Preparation-'
Project

Dr. Joseph/Winnick
:Physical4ducation Faculty
State University College

_LBrockport, N.Y. 14420

1 5
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USM Motpr Development In-service Tikaining Project
Dr. Walter E. Cooper
Box 8442, Southern Station
University of Southern Mississippi
Hattiesburg, Mississippi 39401

Adapted Physica Education In-service Training I titute
Dr. Dolfores Geddes
Adapted Physical Education Project
Physical Education Department, PED 107
University of Southern California
Los Angeles, California 90007

Project PEOPEL Peer Teaching in Adapted Physical Edubation,
Mr. Larry Irmer
PEOPEL
2526 West Osborn Road
Phoenix, Arizona 85017

Advocate Organizations
AAHPERD
Programs for the Handicapped
1900 Association Drive
Reston, VA 22091

Alexander Graham Bell
Association for the Deaf
3417 Volta Place, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 2p00 /

American Foundation for the Blind, Inc.
15 West 16th Street
New York, New York 10011

Association for Children with Learning Disabilities
2200l'Brownsville Road
Pittsburgh, PA 15210

Closer Look Information Center for the HandicakTed
1346 Conniecticut Avenue, N.W.
Suite 1124
Washington, D.C. 20036

Council for Exceptional Children
1920 Association Drive
Reston, VA 22091

Muscular Dystrophy Association of America, Inc:
810 Seventh Avenue
NeYork, New York /

National Association of the Physically Handicapped, Inc.
6473 Grandvi le 'Avenue
Detroit, Mic gan 48228

- 6 u
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National Association of Retarded Citizens
2709 Avenue E, East
P. O. Box 6109
Arlington, Texas 76011

National Foundation of Neuromuscular Diseases
250 West 57th Street
New York, New York 10019

United Cerebral Palsy Association
66 East 34th Street
tiVeYork, New York 10016

U.S. Office of Education
Bureau of the Handicapped,
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington D.C. 20202

Equipment
Blind Sports, Inc.
355 S. Van Ness Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94103

Educational Activities, Inc.
P.O. Box 392
Freeport, N.Y. 11520

Educatid6inal Teaching Aids
159 West Kinzie Street
Chicago, Illinois 60610

Kimbo Educational Records
P.O. Box 246
Deal, New Jersey 07723

Play7Learn Products
2298 Gris"son Drive
St. Louis, Missouri 63141

Raven Industries, Inc.
Box 1007
Siouk Falls, South Dakota 57101

Voit, Inc.
29 East Rawls Road
-Des Plaines, Illinois 60018

.~R

Corbin, D. Inexpensive Equipment for Games, Play and Physical
Activity. Dubuque: William C. Brown Co., 1972. '

Sosne, M. Handbook of Adared Physical Education Equipment
and its Use. Springfield, Charles C. Thomas
Publishers, 1973.
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HAND ,SIGNS (contin.)
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HAND SIGNS (contin.)

MAT
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REFEREE

INTERPRETER CARD
MANUAL ALPHABET

0 P

X
KEEP QUIET rl.)

CROS5160PD CUBES
GAME

z - 1,(m,

1973 KOPPTRONIX 007 STANHOPE. N. J. 07874
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Hand Signs

John M. Dunn4 Adaptive Physical Education: esource Guide
for Teachers, Administrators, and Parents ( aleM: Mental
Health Division State of Oregon, 1979), pp. 37-40.

Interpreter Card Manual. Alphabet, Kopptronix Co., ,Stanhope,'

N.J. 07874
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